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Introduction
Thanks for downloading our Asset Management Insights eBook. This eBook is a collection of SwainSmith, Inc.
blog posts. The content is divided across five key asset management elements:
EAM Technology, Practices, Data, Organization and Performance Management.
We hope at least one of our insights can be of help to your asset management operation. Thanks again for
reading.

EAM Technology

EAM vs. CMMS: Don’t Get Fooled
Today’s market is crowded with hundreds of software systems, each trying to position itself as the perfect
maintenance and asset management solution. But they’re not all created equal. Understanding the difference
between an EAM system and a CMMS—and knowing how to tell them apart under all the marketing hype—is
key to sorting through the herd and finding the asset information system that’s right for your business.
The market for maintenance and asset management software is dominated by two types of products: EAM
systems and CMMS. The two terms are thrown around a lot, but it’s not always clear what the difference is —
especially when you’re trying to decide which software system to purchase for your business. The confusion is
not helped by the fact that many CMMS products have started advertising themselves as EAM systems, or as
EAM/CMMS hybrids.
On the surface, these products all make similar claims and seem to do similar things. They’re all geared
towards maintenance, they all offer cloud-based subscriptions, and most of them provide additional features
like inventory management and asset tracking. Some CMMS even offer features that have traditionally been the
domain of EAM systems, such as purchasing modules or multi-site management tools. This raises an important
question. In today’s market — where web architecture and mobile apps are par for the course, and multi-site
support is becoming more and more common — is there any noticeable difference between an EAM system and
a CMMS? Have we reached a point where the lines are so blurred that they’re basically the same thing?
The answer is yes, there’s a difference, and no, they’re not the same thing. Let’s be clear: not every product that
claims to be an EAM system has real EAM functionality. While it’s true that the line between EAM and CMMS
is not as clearly defined as it was twenty years ago, these two types of software still have big differences in
approach and functionality.

CMMS: Computerized Maintenance Management
CMMS were designed to be exactly what the name says: computerized maintenance management systems.
They began their lives in the 1960s as technology for managing work orders with punch cards instead of with
paper and filing cabinets, and then emerged as computer software in the 1980s. As these systems evolved, they
added more features to support a wider range of business needs. These days, most CMMS have some form of
preventive maintenance, asset and inventory management, and mobile functionality. Many boast additional
features such as project management, multi-site support, or the ability to purchase MRO parts from an online
catalog without leaving the CMMS.
Despite their growing range of capabilities, the heart of CMMS is still maintenance management. Smaller
CMMS focus exclusively on work orders and equipment records. Even the largest aren’t designed to provide
much functionality outside of maintenance and MRO materials management. This limited focus makes
sense, given their history, and in some situations it can even be seen as an advantage. CMMS are dedicated,
streamlined tools for managing maintenance operations. They aren’t supposed to service the asset management
needs of the whole organization. This leaves gaps, but businesses can fill these by integrating their CMMS with
other software systems that provide services such as scheduling, purchasing, and accounting.
CMMS are an attractive solution for small maintenance operations that need a simple way to manage work
orders, equipment records, and spare parts. These systems can’t do everything, but they often have a smaller
price tag than their larger and more powerful cousins — the EAM systems.

EAM: Enterprise Asset Management

As the name “enterprise asset management” suggests, EAM systems were designed to be a unified platform
for managing an organization’s physical assets across the enterprise. They came on the scene later than
CMMS, once network technology gave companies the ability to link computer systems across multiple sites.
EAM systems include maintenance management capabilities, but they consider the total cost of ownership
(TCO) for a company’s physical assets, and provide a wider range of features to track, manage, and analyze
asset performance and costs through the whole asset life cycle — from acquisition to decommission and
everything in between.
Because they are designed for the enterprise, EAM systems serve every facet of an organization that pertains to
asset management. This includes functions like maintenance and MRO inventory, but it also canvasses MRO
procurement, engineering and project management, accounting, operations, reliability management, safety and
compliance, and even business intelligence features to support strategic planning at the enterprise level.
The result of this comprehensive design is a single system that contains all of the information about an
organization’s physical assets. Repair histories, energy usage, life cycle costs, warranty records, part catalogs,
purchase orders, audit trails, and more are all stored in the same system and accessible to any department.
Maintenance can use the EAM system to manage work orders and equipment records. MRO materials
management can use it to manage storerooms and inventory. MRO procurement can use it to manage RFPs,
contracts, and purchase orders. Accounting can use it to manage MRO budgets and invoices. Because it’s
a single system, everyone is accessing the same data — data that is aggregated from a multitude of sources
across the organization and updated in real time. An EAM system can be integrated with SCADA and BAS
systems to provide up-to-the-minute information about asset conditions and energy usage, with ERP systems
to ensure accurate financials, and with BI systems to give executive leadership a clear view of asset costs and
performance.
Since they debuted in the 1990s, EAM systems have been the solution of choice for asset-intensive
organizations that need to manage a large portfolio of physical assets across multiple locations. In the last
decade, however, these systems have seen increasing use by small and medium-sized businesses who want
the added performance optimization and cost management features that EAM systems offer. With the rise of
software-as-a-service (SaaS) deployment models, the cost of owning an EAM system has become competitive
with CMMS — and because of their additional features, this means that EAM systems are often the most costeffective choice, even for small operations.

EAM and CMMS: Different Approaches to Asset Management
CMMS and EAM systems have similar purposes. They’re both designed to help organizations reduce MRO
costs and maximize the value of their physical assets. They even offer some of the same functionality: both
types of systems typically include work management, preventive maintenance, asset tracking, and MRO
inventory capabilities (although certain CMMS have limited features in some of these areas).
The key difference between them is one of philosophy and scope. CMMS focus on maintenance, while EAM
systems take a global approach, canvassing multiple business functions. CMMS start tracking after an asset has
been purchased and installed, while EAM systems track the whole asset life cycle, starting with procurement.
CMMS are designed to manage a single location, or offer limited multi-site support, while EAM systems come
with extensive features for managing multiple sites and businesses.
An EAM system is more than just a beefed-up CMMS. It’s a comprehensive tool for managing physical assets
and maximizing their performance across the business. It’s a CMMS combined with an inventory management
system, a purchasing management system, a document management system, an accounting system, a project
management system, multi-site management tools, performance management tools, and business intelligence

tools — all rolled into a single, integrated piece of software.
This is why organizations that are serious about asset management rely on EAM systems to get the job done:
they offer the broad, powerful, unified feature set that asset-intensive operations need to make the most of their
physical assets. This is also why it’s misleading to describe a CMMS as an EAM system: the difference between
them is more than just a few extra features. They are two different kinds of software products that represent two
different approaches to asset management.

EAM or CMMS: Which One Is Right for My Business?
For large organizations with multiple sites and many assets, EAM systems are the obvious choice. They’re the
only tool on the market that combines powerful maintenance and asset management capabilities with advanced
features for life cycle cost tracking and analysis, enterprise-grade support for multiple locations and businesses,
and functionality for non-MRO departments like accounting and engineering. EAM systems also offer a wider
range of integration options than CMMS, connecting the enterprise from BI systems at the top to SCADA and
BAS systems at the bottom, and providing the rich, accurate information that businesses need to make smart
decisions about their assets.
For small and medium-sized businesses, however, the choice isn’t always so clear. Most CMMS are more than
capable of handling the maintenance management needs, and even the MRO inventory requirements, of smaller
operations. If that’s all you need out of your software system, CMMS may be your best choice. But even for
smaller operations, there are strong reasons to consider an EAM system.
If you have plans for growth, you need a tool that can grow with you. CMMS are great for small operations, but
they’re not as good at supporting the needs of a growing business. If you’re thinking about adding another site,
for example, you need the enterprise functionality of an EAM system. Or if you decide next year to implement
an RCM program, you’re going to want the failure analysis tools provided by an EAM system. A CMMS may
serve your immediate needs, but an EAM system will give you tools to keep improving performance over the
long term.
If you want to take a global approach to asset management — one that considers TCO and seeks to maximize
value throughout the asset life cycle — then you need the deep functionality and enterprise mentality that
come with an EAM system. Asset management is not just about maintenance, but about all business functions
working together. You need a software platform that serves the needs of the whole operation, not just one
function. An EAM system provides the tools to track costs, manage resources, and optimize performance across
the whole organization.

Finding the Perfect Asset Management and Maintenance Software
Choosing the right asset management software for your business is getting harder. New products enter the
market every year, and terms like EAM and CMMS aren’t always clear-cut. You may have to wade through
dozens or even hundreds of products, all calling themselves by slightly different names, to find the one that
offers the best value.
In this kind of a market, knowing what you’re looking for is half the battle. Once you understand the difference
between an EAM system and a CMMS, it’s easier to tell what type of product you’re looking at (regardless of
what it calls itself). You may decide that a CMMS is all your organization needs. If that’s the case, there are
hundreds of products to choose from. But maybe you want deeper functionality. Maybe you have plans for
growth. Maybe you realize that asset management is a team effort, not just about maintenance.

In that case, an EAM system is what you need. But don’t get fooled. There’s a world of difference between a
CMMS that markets itself as an EAM solution and an actual EAM system. Make sure you know what you’re
looking for — and don’t settle for less.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Implementations: When They Struggle
(And How to Fix Them)

Why do EAM implementations struggle to deliver useful information? And how do you turn around an
underperforming EAM software implementation? Over the next few weeks, we’re going to be running a series
of blog posts here at the SwainSmith Blog dedicated to solving the EAM information challenge. Keep reading
to learn about the 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Struggle (And How to Fix Them)!

The EAM Information Challenge
If there’s one challenge that I’ve come across more than any other during my 22 years as an EAM consultant,
it’s the information challenge. I’ve worked with all of the major asset information systems, including Maximo,
Infor, Oracle, and SAP. I’ve assisted large and small organizations, in many different industries, across both
private and public sectors. I’m not saying this to brag, but to demonstrate how universal the problem is.
Regardless of the software, regardless of the company, the most common issue I’ve heard is this:
“We can’t get our hands on the information we need to make informed asset management business
decisions.”
Most organizations know that they are struggling to create value with their EAM software. A survey
conducted by Plant Services magazine revealed that most organizations considered their EAM and CMMS
implementations to be mediocre at best. The survey asked users to rate the performance of their EAM/CMMS
software across 21 areas. On a scale of 1 to 5, users gave their implementations a score of 2.77 overall. The area
that fared best was Benefits Realization, which scored just over 3, while Energy Tracking fared worst, scoring
a little over 2. Key features for accessing information, such as Analysis Tools and Configurable KPIs, scored
below 3.

Selected EAM/CMMS implementation scores from the Plant Services survey.
A 2015 survey of asset-intensive organizations conducted by Deloitte UK was even less encouraging. Overall,
less than 15% of respondents said that the quality of their asset-related data was high, while nearly half rated
their data quality as less than satisfactory. Another survey taken in 2016 revealed that 34% of manufacturing
companies are not capturing any operational data about their assets.

Getting Your ROI on EAM: What’s Missing?

Despite the many asset management software products that are available today, organizations still struggle
to access rich and actionable information about their physical assets. This is a problem, because in today’s
industry, information drives everything. It’s used to improve reliability, prove regulatory compliance, reduce
costs, improve productivity, right-size the organization, lower time to repair, and much more. In fact, asset
management information can do more to help asset-intensive organizations accomplish their objectives than
any other external factor. If you think about it, this makes sense. Asset-intensive businesses rely heavily on their
physical assets to deliver services or products, and to get the most out of your physical assets, you need to know
how they and the business functions that manage them are performing. You need information.
EAM products are powerful information delivery tools. They are designed to capture, process, store, retrieve,
and analyze asset management data, and they perform those functions extremely well. However, they can’t
solve the information challenge by themselves. When EAM software systems fail to deliver ROI, it is almost
always because of how the software is being implemented—or, more often, what’s not being implemented.
Maybe you’re neglecting some of the variables that drive EAM success. (There are a lot of them.) Maybe you’re
overlooking key performance drivers. If so, you’re not alone. The EAM software implementation highway is
littered with under-performing, under-utilized systems. Organizations have spent countless hours and millions
of dollars trying to solve the EAM information challenge. They have thrown everything they can think of at the
problem: new software technologies, modified work processes, management consultants, and more. So far it h
as been a tough nut to crack.
In this blog series, I hope to help you solve it. At the very least, I’ll show you how to improve the quality of the
information that comes out of your EAM software system and how to increase the value that your EAM system
creates for your business.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #1: Putting EAM Software Before EAM Strategy
This is the second post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them).
When it comes to implementing EAM and CMMS software systems, the prevailing school of thought is
centered on the software. You buy it, model your asset management operation around what the software can or
can’t do, load master data, train, and go live. Then you wait for the results. When the software fails to deliver
useful information, the blame game starts. It’s the software’s fault, or it’s a change management issue, or
processes are not defined, and on and on.
In fact, the problem is none of these — or all of them, depending on how you look at it. Do you remember
what Yoda tells Luke in The Empire Strikes Back? He says, “You must unlearn what you have learned.” The
same goes for implementing EAM software systems. Designing the operation to fit the software is putting the
cart before the horse. It produces a haphazard asset management operation and incomplete, unreliable EAM
information. If you want to create ROI and generate meaningful information with your EAM application, you
need a different strategy. You have to think beyond the software.

Where Does EAM/CMMS Information Come From?
Software delivers information — it doesn’t create it. An EAM system needs accurate, consistent data inputs in
order to produce accurate, reliable data outputs. For example, consider equipment failure data. With a successful
EAM software implementation, you can easily drill down to find the most common and most costly reasons for
equipment failures.

Drilling down into the top problem and failure reasons for
equipment class “Pump – Centrifugal”

But in order for that data to exist in the system so you can analyze it, you must have several other things in
place first:
9
9
9
9
9

Clean, accurate, up-to-date equipment master records
Equipment hierarchies that establish parent–child relationships between assets
Detailed problem–failure coding structures
Procedures for assigning failure codes to work orders
Maintenance technicians who know and follow those procedures

As you can see, EAM information has many drivers. A business must think of information as a product, not of
the software, but of a system of interacting components. These components include business process, master
data, coding structures, assigned responsibilities, user buy-in, and many others. Managing all of the components
simultaneously is the only way to generate useful EAM information on a sustainable basis.
This is what an asset management system does.

Asset Management Systems
An asset management system is a management system — like a quality management system or safety
management system — that directs the way an organization maintains and administers its physical assets. It’s a
framework of documented policies, strategies, practices, and processes than an organization adopts in order
to accomplish its asset management objectives.

An asset management system coordinates all the elements of the
asset management operation.

Asset management systems provide the comprehensive, holistic approach that is needed to create value with
enterprise asset management. You don’t have to take my word for it. The internationally accepted standards for
asset management, ISO 55000 and PAS 55, both emphasize the importance of asset management systems for
asset-intensive organizations. Experts agree that great asset management begins with a management system
approach.
Management systems make sense from a process standpoint, but they are also the perfect complement to an
EAM software system. An asset management system coordinates all the components that affect the production
of EAM information. It provides the consistent strategy and process that an EAM system needs to be successful.
Like Oscar and Felix, they look like an odd couple at first — steel toe meets computer nerd — but when
you bring management system and information system together, quality asset management is the result. A
management system is designed to make you effective, while an EAM system is designed to make you efficient.
Both working together help you become effective and efficient at managing your assets. Isn’t that what we are
trying to do?
When one function (e.g., storeroom) can impact the ability of another function (e.g., maintenance) to
accomplish its objectives, you need a holistic approach to improvement — one that doesn’t focus only on
software or fixing maintenance, but rather considers all of the key elements that drive success. Improving asset
management over the long haul requires a comprehensive effort. You have to follow a management system
approach if you want to create long-term success with your EAM system.
In the upcoming week, we’ll talk about choosing the right software system and compare the three big options:
EAM systems, CMMS systems, and ERP systems. That’s in our next post, EAM Pitfall #2: Using the Wrong
Software for the Job.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #2: Using the Wrong EAM Software for the Job
This is the third post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them).
You wouldn’t use a hammer to put in a screw. You wouldn’t use a wrench to drive a nail. So why would you use
a software system that’s not designed for enterprise asset management to manage your assets?
These days, hundreds of software products market themselves as asset management solutions. However, not all
of them have the features you need to improve reliability, reduce costs, and manage risks for a large portfolio of
assets. In general, these software products fall into three categories: enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems,
computerized maintenance management systems (CMMS), and enterprise asset management (EAM) systems.

ERP, CMMS, and EAM Software Systems Explained
ERP systems are broad platforms for managing all of a business’s activities. They often have a module for
asset management alongside modules for finance, human resources, supply chain, order management, and other
core business functions. ERP systems are a boon for IT because they handle all of a business’s information and
activities under a single platform, eliminating duplicate or incompatible technologies. Because of their broad
focus, however, ERP systems are often less powerful and harder to use than EAM systems when it comes to
asset management.
CMMS are streamlined tools for managing maintenance operations. Their main focus is work order
management, but they often include additional features for asset tracking, preventive maintenance, inventory
management, and MRO procurement. CMMS work best for small and medium-sized businesses (SMBs) that
have a single location and a limited number of assets. They are great for maintenance management, but they
lack the depth and power of EAM systems when it comes to managing physical assets across a large business.
EAM systems are dedicated solutions for managing physical assets. They are designed to track all of the
activities that affect the cost and performance of an asset over the course of its life cycle. EAM systems include
the same features as CMMS applications, but also provide tools for managing projects, vendors, invoicing,
asset safety and reliability, cost tracking, accounting, and more. They are designed to support multiple sites and
business functions, like an ERP system, but with a deeper and more specific focus on asset management.

A true EAM software system contains a wealth of features for enterprise asset management.

EAM vs. ERP: Which Is Better for Asset Management?
SwainSmith recently helped a multi-site refinery select a software system for enterprise asset management. As
part of the software evaluation process, we compared best-in-breed EAM systems with ERP system modules,
focusing on functionality and efficiency of use. On a scale of 200 possible points, the EAM systems came out
25 points on top.

Asset management performance of ERP and EAM software products

For asset management functionality and ease of use, EAM systems are the clear winner over ERP systems. Of
course, ERP is still the standard for financials. To get the best of both worlds, you should integrate your EAM
system with your ERP system so that the two systems can share data.

EAM vs. CMMS: Maintenance Management and Beyond
CMMS and EAM systems are both designed to manage maintenance work and physical assets. But the
similarities end there. These two types of software are radically different when it comes to scope and approach.
CMMS focus on maintenance, while EAM systems support multiple business functions. CMMS start tracking
after an asset has been purchased and installed, while EAM systems track the whole asset life cycle, starting
with design and installation. CMMS are designed to manage a single location, or offer limited multi-site
support, while EAM systems come with extensive features for managing multiple sites and businesses.
The table below provides a side-by-side comparison of common EAM and CMMS features.

This is why organizations that are serious about asset management rely on EAM systems to get the job done.
EAM systems offer the broad, powerful, unified feature set that asset-intensive operations need to make the
most of their physical assets.

Choosing the Right Software for Asset Management
When it comes to asset management, ERP and CMMS can’t compare with EAM for power, flexibility, and ease
of use. That shouldn’t be surprising: ERP and CMMS weren’t designed to do that job. What is surprising is how
many equipment-heavy organizations still use ERP or CMMS products to manage their physical assets.
For an asset-intensive organization, physical assets are second in importance only to human assets. Their
performance has a huge impact on a company’s profit margins. Why use a substandard tool to manage the
second most important set of assets in your business?
Don’t settle for the wrong software tool. Use an EAM solution that’s designed specifically with enterprise asset
management in mind.
Next week, we’ll discuss setting goals and improving buy-in with asset management policy, strategy, and
objectives. That’s in our next post, EAM Pitfall #3: Lack of Organizational Alignment.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #3: Lack of Organizational
Asset Management Alignment
This is the fourth post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them).
Too often, companies purchase an EAM software system without bothering to identify goals, articulate a
strategy, or get everyone on board. This lack of alignment is guaranteed to derail the EAM implementation.
Generating reliable and actionable EAM information on a sustainable basis requires organizational buy-in.
Everyone has to get on the bus. Since lots of folks impact data quality, it’s best to take a top-down approach that
creates organizational alignment between the execs and the techs — and between employees and objectives.

Achieving Organizational Alignment in Enterprise Asset Management
“Organizational alignment” is a big term, but it really boils down to two things: direction and buy-in. To
achieve ROI with any EAM software system, your EAM implementation needs a clear direction and your
team must buy in to that direction. In other words, you must:
1. Identify the mission (i.e., your enterprise asset management goals and strategy).
2. Get everyone on board (i.e., working together to realize those goals via that strategy).
Both of these tasks require documentation. You can’t articulate your direction without documented policy,
objectives, and strategy. You can’t get everyone aligned without documented roles and responsibilities.
(Documented processes and procedures also play an important part in this effort. We’ll discuss those in a
future post.)
Think about it for a moment. If you don’t have an official, documented strategy, how are you going to keep
everyone on the same page? If you haven’t established objectives, how will you know what you’re trying to
accomplish? If you don’t have clear roles and responsibilities, how will your people know what to do and when
to do it, or what part they’re supposed to play in improving asset management?

A successful team knows their objectives, their game plan, and the part
each team member is supposed to play.

When the asset management organization isn’t operating as a team, with a well-defined structure and clear
direction from upper management, it’s impossible to generate the information needed to make smart business
decisions regarding the company’s physical assets.

Planning Your EAM Software Implementation
Documentation is essential for aligning your organization. You have to articulate the mission and structure
for your enterprise asset management operation before you can communicate them to your team. Creating
the necessary documentation should be a key part of the planning process for your EAM software
implementation.
To achieve organizational alignment, you’ll need two key sets of documents: policy, objectives, and strategy
(sometimes referred to collectively as a “strategic asset management plan,” or SAMP) and roles and
responsibilities.

Asset Management Policy
The asset management policy is a mandate from the executive team on how your organization will manage its
physical assets. It connects what’s happening in asset management to the delivery of corporate objectives. Like
a safety policy or environmental policy, your asset management policy should be short and broad, describing
overall drivers and approach without going into detail. One page is ideal.

Asset Management Objectives
Objectives bring laser-like focus to your EAM implementation. They should be specific, measurable, assignable,
realistic, targeted (SMART) goals that are tied to the business drivers identified in your policy. For example,
let’s say your policy identifies “reliability” as a key business driver for asset management and includes “increase
uptime” as a goal under that driver. In this case, one of your objectives might be “increase MTBF by 5% over
the next 18 months.” Objectives also provide a foundation for performance measurement, which we’ll talk
about in a future post.

Asset Management Strategy
The asset management strategy is your game plan. It lays out a step-by-step program for achieving the
objectives you’ve established. Your strategy document should describe initiatives and timeframes for each
stage of your EAM implementation, taking into account things like organizational context and potential
implementation challenges. The asset management strategy is your basis for action.

Asset Management Roles and Responsibilities
Roles and responsibilities are how you organize your organization to be successful. By defining and
documenting them, you ensure that everyone knows their jobs and works together smoothly to accomplish the
same objectives. You should establish clear roles and responsibilities for all of the business functions involved
in managing the company’s assets. This includes not only maintenance but also reliability engineering, MRO
materials management, and MRO procurement.

Responsibilities matrix for maintenance work completion. (Sample from SwainSmith’s SynergyTM model
for maintenance management.)

Aligning Your Organization for EAM Success
An EAM/CMMS software system doesn’t operate in a vacuum. Organizational context plays a huge role in
the system’s performance — both the quality of the information it generates and the overall value it delivers. If
you want to see real ROI from your EAM software, you have to identify your goals and get everyone working
together to achieve them. Align your organization for EAM success by developing and communicating your
asset management policy, objectives, strategy, and roles and responsibilities.
In our next post, we’ll talk about master data and coding structures, two of the most crucial yet most often
overlooked elements of an EAM/CMMS implementation. Come back next week to read about EAM Pitfall #4:
Corrupt Data Foundation.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #4: Corrupt EAM Data Foundation
This is the fifth post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them).
If you want to produce rich and reliable information with your EAM/CMMS software, you have to start with
a foundation of good data. This means that the content you pre-load into the EAM software system must be
clean and accurate. If this foundation is corrupt, it will wreak havoc with your reporting and make the software
frustrating to use.
Pre-loaded EAM content falls into two categories. Master data includes the equipment master (i.e., asset
registry), MRO materials master (i.e., spare parts catalog), standard job plans, and other databases. Coding
structures, sometimes referred to as “reference data,” include work order codes, equipment codes, MRO item
codes, problem and failure codes, and other asset management coding sets. Together, all of this content forms
the foundational layer of data in the EAM software system.

Understanding the EAM Data Foundation

Layers of data in an EAM software system.
EAM system content is the most often overlooked element of an EAM implementation, yet it’s also one of the
most vital. Content undergirds everything that happens in the EAM software system. Transaction records (e.g.,
work orders and purchase orders), reporting, KPIs, analysis, you name it — content plays a role in each.
For example, when you request a spare part, the system has to pull information from that part’s record in the
MRO materials catalog. When you generate a report on work orders in progress, the system uses work status
codes to filter the data. Every task performed in the EAM software system depends in some way on pre-loaded
content.

Common Challenges with EAM Master Data and Codes
Despite the crucial role that content plays in generating EAM information, we see bad content all the time.
Equipment in the plant is not identified in the system. Equipment records have inconsistent naming conventions
or lack classification structures. Inventory in the storeroom is not set up in the system. Quantity-on-hand
information is inaccurate. Failure codes are too broad to produce useful information. And the list keeps going.
When your master data is incomplete or inconsistent, or when your coding structures are imprecise or
confusing, it has a direct impact on the quality of the information that you extract from the EAM software
system. Thus, it’s essential to develop good content at an early stage in your EAM implementation.

EAM Master Data Best Practices
Good content meets certain criteria. Master data, such as the equipment master and MRO materials catalog,
must be:
•
•
•
•
•

Complete. (Every item has an entry in the database and no critical information is missing.)
Accurate. (All information is correct and up to date.)
Clean. (Records contain no duplicate entries, spelling errors, or unnecessary syntax.)
Standardized. (Asset and part descriptions follow consistent naming conventions.)
Structured. (Assets are organized into a hierarchy so that costs “roll up” from child assets to parent
systems.)

A structured asset hierarchy makes it easy to find the asset you want in the database.
Developing master data that meets these standards takes work. It can require multiple plant walk-downs and
extensive knowledge of industry taxonomies and naming conventions. The process can be expedited by working
with an experienced data development partner who can help you collect, cleanse, and standardize your data.

EAM Coding Best Practices
Codes are used to identify, sort, and filter data. To do their job right, coding structures must be clear and
comprehensive. Detailed coding sets should exist for bucketing types and classes of work orders, equipment
failures, MRO materials, and so on. All of these asset management coding sets should be:
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive. (Codes exist for all common needs, from work order delays to vendor service types.)
Distinct. (Users can easily differentiate one code from another.)
Precise. (Codes are specific enough to provide fine-grained information about costs, events, etc.)
Standardized. (All coding sets are consistent across the enterprise.)

Detailed coding structures give you granular insights into asset issues and costs.

As with master data, developing good coding structures can take significant effort and knowledge of industry
standards. Rather than building your codes from scratch, a better option is often to start with a library of
industry-accepted EAM coding structures and then expand or modify those codes as needed.

Generating Reliable EAM and CMMS Data
If your master data and coding structures don’t meet the standards for data integrity outlined above, you’re
going to have problems. A corrupt data foundation makes the EAM system harder to use, compromises
reporting, and discourages users from buying in. On the other hand, a solid foundation of pre-loaded content
will make your EAM or CMMS software system easier to use and help it to deliver useful information.
Are you building on a corrupt data foundation? SwainSmith can help. We help clients develop world-class
EAM master data and coding structures using our proprietary data and coding libraries. Contact us at info@
swainsmith.com or 828-215-9471 to get started.
Next week’s post will focus on asset management practices, processes, and procedures—and how they affect an
EAM or CMMS software implementation. Stay tuned for EAM Pitfall #5: Informal or Inefficient Practices.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #5: Informal or Inefficient Practices
This is the sixth post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them).
Practices, processes, and procedures are critical to the success of your EAM or CMMS software
implementation. They’re the way you operate: the “how” in how you do things.
I’m not talking about software-focused standard operating procedures (SOPs) with step-by-step screenshots. I’m
talking about documented, application-agnostic processes for tasks such as work identification, planning, and
scheduling; failure analysis; cycle counting; spend analysis; and so on.
It doesn’t matter how great your EAM software system is. Undocumented or poorly thought-out practices will
cripple your enterprise asset management efforts.

How Documented Processes Support EAM and CMMS Software
Let’s say that you’ve developed a detailed set of failure codes so that you can track the most common causes of
equipment failure. If you don’t have a standard, efficient, documented process for work completion that includes
a consistent procedure for entering failure codes on work orders, then not every work order will have properly
assigned failure codes, and the report that your EAM software generates won’t be accurate. Even if the failure
codes are keyed in properly, it won’t do you any good unless you have a process for reporting and acting on
failure data.
The same principle applies to every area of asset management: maintenance, MRO storerooms, procurement,
and more. Can you physically point to your process? Is it based on industry-accepted best practices? If not, you
have a problem. You can have the best EAM software in the world, but if you don’t have good documented
practices in place for how you do things, the software won’t produce the information you need.

Facing the Documentation Challenge
Despite the importance of asset management practices to EAM information outputs, many organizations still
struggle in this area. A recent survey of asset-intensive companies revealed that, in more than one third of the
companies questioned, less than 40 percent of asset events were recorded in the asset management information
system.

Percentage of asset events captured in the EAM/CMMS system. Based on a 2013 survey of European
companies from 23 different industries.

The percentage above is directly tied to the quality and execution of asset management practices. To properly
capture asset-related events in the EAM/CMMS system, you need standard processes for asset management
that are executed consistently across the enterprise. And to implement standard processes, you need
documentation.
It’s understandable why this area is a struggle. Documentation is hard. You have to put a team together to
identify best practices and write down how each EAM activity should be performed. Many businesses lack the
resources or the expertise to do this.
But documentation, however painful, is a necessary evil. The only way to ensure that processes are executed
consistently is to write them down. They must be formalized; they can’t exist only by word of mouth. When
a process exists only in the minds of your personnel, everyone is going to have a different idea as to what the
process is.
If your process isn’t documented — if you have to ask someone to find out how things are done—then you
don’t have a process.

Developing Standard Practices for Enterprise Asset Management
We’ve established that you need documented practices, processes, and procedures if you want to get ROI from
your EAM or CMMS system. Now, let’s talk about some of the practical aspects of documentation.
In general, your asset management practices should be
›

designed according to best practices (not what the software can or can’t do);

›

based on industry-accepted and proven standards;

›

optimized to suit the needs of your operation; and

›

centralized to establish a common point of reference across the enterprise.

Each piece of documentation that you develop should answer the following questions:
›

What is the practice—its definition?

›

Who is involved in executing it—what role, what function?

›

Where does the process take place—the location?

›

When does it take place—the timing or trigger event?

›

Why do we execute it—its purpose?

›

How does it happen—the procedure?

It takes work. This is where documentation templates can be a big help.

Using Documentation Templates to Expedite the Process
Documentation is already hard enough. Developing processes and procedures from scratch just makes it harder.
Yet many organizations are determined to reinvent the wheel.
Why not start with practices that have been proven by long experience in the field and are accepted as best
practices by international experts? Why not start with a rock-solid foundation of tried and proven practices and
then tailor them to fit the unique qualities and needs of your organization? That way you get the best of both
worlds: industry standards with a custom fit.
SwainSmith offers a series of EAM accelerator packs — our SynergyTM series — that contain process templates
and data libraries for maintenance, MRO storerooms, and procurement.

Our templates are based on industry-accepted best practices and 20 years of consulting experience across a
wide range of industries. They are designed to give companies a quick-to-implement foundation of documented
practices for asset management. Contact us at info@swainsmith.com or 828-215-9471 for more information.
The next post in this series, EAM Pitfall #6: Wrong Software Configuration, will talk about configuring the
EAM or CMMS software system to fit your organization’s specific needs.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #6: Wrong EAM Software Configuration
This is the seventh post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them). We
started the series last year to address the most common reasons that CMMS and EAM software implementations
fail to deliver ROI. Over the next few weeks, we’re going to round it out with four more posts about the top EAM
pitfalls, starting with configuration.
When you buy a new suit, you get it tailored to fit. Even when you buy off the rack, you still have the suit
altered so that the sleeves are the right length and the trousers are hemmed the way you like. The same concept
applies to implementing an EAM software system. No matter how simple or sophisticated the system is, you
must configure it to be comfortable and efficient for your business and your users.

Don’t Put Up with Hard-to-Use EAM Software
You know the frustration of a software system that’s hard to use. It wastes time and energy. It works against the
processes you’ve designed. It discourages users and makes it harder to get everyone on board.
Yet, when faced with an EAM software system that has a cumbersome or confusing setup, many organizations
simply accept the system design as an inconvenience. They live with the software’s perceived flaws. By doing
so, they make the EAM implementation process more difficult and sabotage the EAM software’s long-term
performance.
To make your EAM software implementation successful, you must configure the software so that it supports
as closely as possible the way you do business. No EAM software will have the exact setup you need right out
of the box. That’s not a design flaw; it’s an opportunity. You can optimize the system by customizing your user
profiles, dashboards, data conventions, screens, menus, form fields, and other settings.
Note: Configurability will vary depending on the software system you are using. The industry’s leading EAM
solutions have a great deal of flexibility, but a lightweight CMMS may not. Keep this in mind when you’re
choosing a CMMS or EAM system and thinking about configuration.

Step 1: Modeling Your CMMS or EAM System Configuration
Start by “modeling” the configuration — i.e., determining the information and functionality that each user group
needs at each stage in the workflow. This is like taking measurements for your suit. The requirements should
grow naturally from your business processes and roles and responsibilities. For example, what is required before
a work request is approved? What information do maintenance technicians need access to, and what information
is beyond the scope of their work and should be restricted? What closing codes must technicians enter when
they complete the work order?
You can determine your configuration requirements much more easily if you know what your business
processes look like. Thus, you should optimize and document your maintenance processes before
configuring the software. This also helps to prevent the software’s idiosyncrasies from influencing how you
operate. The software doesn’t know what workflow is best for your business — you do. Design the software to
support your practices. Don’t modify your practices to accommodate the software.

Step 2: Configuring Your CMMS or EAM Software
Configuration activities can be divided into two categories: usability and security. First, you want the EAM

software to be easy to deploy and easy to use. This means configuring your system to match the way your
personnel will be using it. It also means slimming down the interface by hiding menus and fields that you won’t
use.
Second, you want to protect sensitive areas of the system from unauthorized access. This means defining
user groups and security settings so that users see only the data they need to do their jobs. In a previous post,
we talked about defining your asset management roles and responsibilities. This is where those roles and
responsibilities come into play.
Everything we’re talking about here falls into the realm of configuration — i.e., customizing the software using
its built-in flexibility. You may need special authorization to access the configuration settings, but you should
not have to modify the software’s code to make any of these changes. That kind of “customization” — i.e.,
tampering with the software’s code to make it do something it is not natively designed to do — is risky. It can
negatively impact the system in unforeseen ways and lead to system errors. Additionally, software tech support
may decide not to support the system if it has been modified. Always try to manage data with process and
configuration first, leaving customization as the last resort.

Step 3: Developing Your Master Data and Codes
Another task that is related to configuration is content development. Static system content, such as failure codes
and equipment master records, plays a major role in usability and ROI. You should pre-populate your EAM
system with this content to speed up work order creation and data entry, standardize data conventions, and make
it easy for users to find and manage data.
Master data development is a big topic. To learn more, check out our previous posts about laying a solid data
foundation and using EAM coding sets to enhance maintenance reporting.

The Value of Configuration
Don’t put up with an EAM system that’s hard to use. That would be like wearing a suit that doesn’t fit. Why
would you spend $500 on a suit and not pay $50 on alterations so that it’s comfortable and looks good?
It’s the same with EAM configuration. The software probably won’t be a perfect fit for your operation right out
of the box. Taking the time to configure it is a small investment that will make the system work much better for
your business needs. You’ll be rewarded with better buy-in, happier users, and greater ROI.
Come back next week to learn how you can use KPIs to drive performance improvement. That will be in our
next post, EAM Pitfall #7: Not Measuring Performance.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #7: Not Measuring Asset Management Performance
This is the eigth post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them).
If you want to improve performance, you have to measure it. By itself, a CMMS or EAM software system won’t
reduce MRO costs, increase uptime, or produce any of the other results you’re after. You must use the software
to track performance so that you have the information you need to create change.
Performance measures, particularly key performance indicators (KPIs), are foundational to this effort. They
allow you to measure how well your operation is progressing toward specific goals.

Establishing KPIs for Asset Management
KPIs help you to measure progress. They should be closely connected to your asset management objectives.
For example, if one of your objectives is to improve maintenance planning, you might establish KPIs to track
maintenance delays and “rework” work orders (i.e., work orders that were sent back for additional planning).
This close connection between objectives and KPIs creates organizational alignment, tying maintenance efforts
to the leadership team’s desired results.

This KPI for Emergency Maintenance % measures how reactive the maintenance program is.
I’m using maintenance as an example, but asset management KPIs are not limited to maintenance. Achieving
your asset management goals often requires involvement from business functions outside maintenance. If
you’re trying to reduce maintenance costs, for example, the MRO materials management function will have a
large part to play. In the long run, you should identify performance measures for those business functions too.
This goes hand in hand with the holistic management system approach that we’ve talked about in previous
posts.
But start small. It’s better to have a handful of highly relevant KPIs to guide maintenance efforts than to be
overwhelmed by too many. One good method is to implement KPIs slowly alongside each CMMS or EAM
system module that you implement. For example, start with work planning and scheduling, then add inventory
management, and so on.

Best Practices for EAM/CMMS KPIs
Here are a couple more best practices for CMMS and EAM system KPIs:
›

Benchmarks and Targets. For each KPI, establish a benchmark so that you know your baseline or starting
point, and set performance targets so that you know what level you’re trying to reach and how far you are
from the goal.

›

Hierarchies. Organize KPIs into hierarchies to facilitate analysis. Performance measures are all related;
one can impact another. If inventory cost is high, for example, you need to be able to drill down and see
the cycle count percentage, because low inventory accuracy can drive up inventory cost.

Monitoring KPIs in Your CMMS or EAM Software System
Once you’ve identified your KPIs, the next step is to set them up in your CMMS or EAM software. Some of the
setup will be simple, using the software’s built-in KPI and scorecard tools. Some may require more advanced
reporting, which we will discuss in our next post.
However you set them up, the person responsible for a given KPI should be able check it easily in the system.
This goes back to establishing your roles and responsibilities and then configuring the CMMS or EAM
system using role-based user groups.

Using KPIs to Drive Maintenance Improvement
It’s not enough to simply measure performance. If you want to improve, your performance measures need teeth.
You must use them to drive change. People talk a lot about the best way to do this — that’s why there are whole
conferences dedicated to change management. Generally, it comes down to giving workers a strong enough
reason to pay attention to KPIs and improve their performance.
In my experience, the most effective way to get change in an organization is to tie performance measures to
paychecks. Connect performance measures to goals and goal accomplishment to compensation. You can do
this by function (e.g., maintenance, procurement, materials management) or by role (e.g., buyer, technician,
supervisor). Any change — building weekly schedules, organizing the storeroom, etc. — is more likely to stick
if you give people an incentive to follow through.

Setting Up Your EAM/CMMS Implementation for Continuous Improvement
Performance improvement is an ongoing process. You have to measure performance, make changes, and
measure again. And that can’t happen without performance measures. If you want to drive real improvement
with your CMMS or EAM software, develop a hierarchy of KPIs for asset management and use them to monitor
and encourage performance.
The next post in this series, EAM Pitfall #8: Inadequate Reporting Tools, will cover best practices for
developing CMMS and EAM reports.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #8: Inadequate Reporting Tools
This is the ninth post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them).
Reporting is where a CMMS or EAM system delivers most of its value. When your reporting capabilities are
limited, either because the software product lacks report development tools or because you haven’t taken the
time to set up reports, it presents a huge roadblock to getting the information you need.

Developing EAM Reports
If you avoid all the pitfalls we’ve discussed up to this point, your EAM software system will generate rich and
accurate data on a consistent basis. The next step is to create EAM reporting tools that will get the data out
of the system and turn it into meaningful, actionable information. There are three basic tools for doing this:
dashboards, reports, and scorecards.
›

Dashboards give users easy access to the information they need daily, such as stock-out events or past-due
preventive maintenance (PM) jobs.

›

Reports analyze a certain set of information, such as the reasons for work delays or the costs of equipment
failures.

›

Scorecards grade how well users or business functions are performing on KPIs by measuring actual
performance against strategic goals.

You should develop these reporting tools for each business function that uses the EAM software. This could
include maintenance, reliability engineering, MRO materials management, MRO procurement, and other
business functions.
Most EAM solutions include both pre-built (“canned”) reports and a tool for building advanced, customized
reports. A successful EAM implementation will leverage both. Take advantage of the canned reports that
came with your EAM product, but also develop custom EAM reports to fill specific information needs. EAM
systems can also export data to a set file format. Once the data has been exported to a file — a spreadsheet, for
example—users can manipulate the data to their liking.

This custom-built report shows work orders by priority.

Types of Asset Management Reports
EAM and CMMS reports fall into three broad categories:
›

Operational reports provide task-related information that workers need to execute their duties. For
example, the Daily Work Schedule is a maintenance report listing work orders within a defined date
range, and a Pick Ticket is a report that shows MRO parts and supplies requested from stores. Operational
reports can also provide insights that support decision making, such as a Parts Usage Analysis that helps
storeroom personnel determine optimum stock levels for different items.

›

Cost and budget reports provide information about costs or costs relative to budget. For example, an
Equipment Cost Summary can show maintenance and/or operating expenses within a given time frame for
a specified equipment item or system.

›

Asset management reports are used to analyze equipment failures, performance, and life cycle costs. For
example, Mean Time Between Failures measures the average length of operating time between failures for
a specific asset or similar group of assets, which is an important measure of reliability.

Top 8 CMMS Reports to Develop
What EAM/CMMS reports do you need? The answer depends on your asset management KPIs. You need
reports that give you information about your performance measures and objectives, and many of these will be
unique to your organization. However, some reports are best practices for any asset management program.
Here are eight CMMS reports that are valuable for any organization:
›

Maintenance Cost Summary (Total Maintenance Costs as % of ERV)

›

Maintenance Labor Costs (Maintenance Labor Costs as % of ERV)

›

MRO Material Costs (MRO Material Costs as % of ERV)

›

Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF)

›

Mean Time to Repair (MTTR)

›

Schedule Compliance (% of Planned Work Completed On Schedule)

›

Estimated versus Actual Time (measures planning effectiveness)

›

% Emergency Work (measures reliability and PM/PdM effectiveness)

Getting ROI with EAM and CMMS Reporting
Even the best EAM reports will be useless if you have bad data. Reporting tools depend on the data in the EAM
system for their insights, and the quality of that data depends on the elements we have discussed in previous
posts: high-quality master data, standardized practices, clear roles and responsibilities, and the rest.
The diagram below illustrates how those foundational elements of your EAM or CMMS implementation work
together to enable informed decisions that lead to value creation.

EAM reporting is key to turning data into ROI.
If you haven’t taken steps to create reliable data in the system (by standardizing practices and master data),
report development will get you nowhere. However, once you have good data in the system, a good reporting
engine is key to extracting information and getting ROI on your EAM software.
In the final post in this series, EAM Pitfall #9: Not Auditing, we’ll talk about developing an effective auditing
program to keep your EAM/CMMS implementation on track.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Pitfall #9: Not Auditing
This is the tenth post in our blog series, 9 Reasons EAM Implementations Fail (And How to Fix Them).
Auditing is the key to long-term success with a CMMS or EAM software system. You won’t achieve your EAM
goals overnight, and even after you’ve achieved them, it’s easy to drift back into old habits. Auditing helps you
stay the course. Once you’ve implemented your EAM software successfully, you should conduct regular audits
to see how well your implementation is working and make sure you’re sticking to the practices you designed.
If you don’t audit, you compromise your ability to keep improving. How will you know how far you’ve come
toward your EAM goals without regular audits? How will you be able to plan and prioritize future improvement
efforts, or catch yourself if you deviate from your declared policies and practices?

Internal and External EAM Audits
A good auditing program includes both internal and external audits.
An internal audit process allows you to identify and resolve problems yourself, acting as a self-correction
mechanism that pulls you back when you start to leave the path. It takes an initial investment of resources but
saves money in the long run.
An external audit partner ensures that you get an experienced and objective assessment, which is important
because it catches blind spots and establishes credibility to your company’s stakeholders. An external auditor
can also measure your EAM implementation against industry benchmarks to give you a sense of where you
stand relative to competitors.

Sample auditing scoresheet from a SwainSmith Value Map™ Assessment.

Auditing Your EAM or CMMS Implementation
An audit of your EAM or CMMS implementation should cover more than just the software system. It
should also extend to the organizational policies, practices, and other elements that contribute to a successful
implementation.
Here are the five areas that your EAM or CMMS audit should cover:
›

Organization and management. For example, does your organization have an enterprise strategy for
asset management? Are roles and responsibilities clearly defined?

›

Process, practices, and procedures. For example, is the weekly maintenance schedule being prepared
on time? Has the storeroom identified critical spares? Are all purchases being made through the MRO
catalog?

›

Master data and codes. For example, do all assets have a single master record in the EAM system? Are
MRO inventory records up to date? Are EAM coding structures distinct and standardized?

›

EAM software system. For example, does your organization’s EAM/CMMS product have the
functionality needed to support your business practices? Has it been configured with appropriate user
profiles and security settings? Have the necessary reports and dashboards been set up in the system?

›

Performance measurement. For example, is the EAM implementation being audited regularly? Are you
using KPIs to drive achievement of asset management objectives?

Value MapTM Asset Management Assessment
If you’re looking for an expert assessment of your asset management operation — whether to evaluate your
business readiness for implementing an EAM software system, or to identify opportunities for improving an
existing CMMS implementation — then you should consider SwainSmith’s Value MapTM Asset Management
Assessment. We’ll perform a gap analysis, identify potential for value creation, and deliver a clear, prioritized
plan for improvement.

Achieving Continuous Improvement with EAM Software Systems
Auditing is essential if you want your EAM implementation to have long-term, sustainable success. Whether
internal or external, auditing ensures that your EAM software is working to accomplish your objectives, keeps
your organization focused on closing gaps, and identifies opportunities for continued improvement.
Come back next week for the final post in our EAM Pitfalls series, Avoiding EAM Pitfalls: How to Ensure ROI
from Your CMMS or EAM Implementation. We’ll be sharing a proven method for implementing EAM systems
successfully.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Practices

Do you have an ISO 55000 asset
management operating model?
Bring clarity and organization to your asset management operation
An asset management operating model is a framework of organizational, business process and data standards
that an organization establishes in order to effectively and efficiently manage its assets.
Asset management is a complex system for delivering value, it’s not just about Maintenance! Asset management
is a team sport with many participants. A detailed operating model breaks this system into functions, showing
what each player is responsible for and how each participant works with the other to minimize costs and
maximize asset availability.
A sufficient operating model defines the who, what, when, where, why and how behind the organization’s
people, practices and data. It brings clarity to the organization’s asset management practices. For example,
download this practice on the building of a weekly maintenance schedule. There’s no EAM technology here,
it’s all about the core practice, business rules and who is executing it.
The establishment and improvement of an asset management operating model — is exactly what industry
standards recommend for increasing profit and reducing risk in asset-intensive organizations. In fact, the two
most prominent international standards for asset management — ISO 55000 and PAS 55 — both emphasize the
importance of establishing an asset management operating model!
An asset management operating model can help an organization in many ways:
›

Provides a tangible reference for how the organization manages its assets

›

Helps to standardize asset management activities. Gets everyone on the bus.

›

Supplies guidance for the setup and configuration of the EAM software system

›

Improves EAM software data quality and reporting outputs

›

Presents an educational and training resource

›

Enhances functional coordination (e.g., maintenance and MRO supply chain)

›

Brings form and structure to the way in which the organization’s physical assets are managed

An asset management operating model is EAM software indifferent. It does not care what software system is in
use. An operating model can be implemented with the help of software, but it is not dependent on it. As a matter
of fact, it is sometimes better to leave software out of it, at least initially, until the practices are adopted. An
operating model can stand on its own.
Need help developing or improving your asset management operating model?
Check out our web-based Synergy™ platform.
Synergy is an enterprise-level, web-based asset management operating model. Consisting of over 300 practices,
digital assets, data libraries and coding structures, Synergy brings consistency, continuity and improved
coordination to multi-function asset management operations.

Download our Synergy Asset Management Operating Model™ Framework. See how our model can help
improve yours.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

ISO 55000 Management Systems:
Asset Management’s Best Friend
An asset management system (AMS) is a management system (not a software system) for an organization’s
physical assets. It is a comprehensive framework of asset management policies, strategies, practices, and
processes that an organization adopts in order to accomplish its objectives.
In some organizations, there is not an official process for how assets and infrastructure are to be managed.
There is just “the way we have always done it,” which is mostly kept in the heads of maintenance engineers,
storeroom staff, procurement personnel, etc. But for organizations looking to improve, processes must be
documented – formalized – to ensure everyone is clear on who does what when. This process of “systematizing”
how assets are managed is what an AMS is all about.

A Systematic Approach to Asset Management
The internationally accepted standards for asset management, ISO 55000, ISO 41000, and PAS 55, emphasize
the importance of AMS in helping organizations accomplish their objectives. According to these standards,
organizations should “systematize” their asset management operations through the design, implementation, and
continuous improvement of an organization-wide AMS.
AMS are used widely in asset-intensive operations such as manufacturing, government, and utilities because
of their exceptional ability to create value. International asset management standards require organizations to
establish an AMS in order to demonstrate compliance (alignment) or to achieve certification. The standards
stress that asset-intensive operations need to take a comprehensive (“not just about maintenance”) approach to
asset management if value is to be created over the long term and on a consistent basis.

Establishing Standards for Enterprise Asset Management
An AMS helps to standardize asset management operations. It provides the framework and strategy for the
organization’s asset management program. Many multi-site organizations share and manage similar assets,
and it is a best practice that these assets be managed in similar ways. This means sites should have similar
preventive maintenance (PM) programs, work management processes, data conventions, etc. An AMS gets
everyone singing from the same sheet of music. An AMS provides a model for the company to follow.
An AMS also provides much-needed direction to the EAM/CMMS system. The EAM/CMMS system is
the key asset management information delivery tool. Its primary purpose for existence is to deliver rich and
actionable asset management information to the organization. This can’t happen if roles and responsibilities,
business processes, procedures, naming conventions, coding structures, etc. are not clearly defined up front.
These are outputs from an AMS. Without these fundamental elements, the software tool is compromised and the
chances for a successful implementation are greatly diminished. An AMS provides the foundation for the asset
management operation and plays a fundamental role in the information delivery process. (See the image below.)

Asset management systems work with asset information systems to create value.
If you are having challenges with your EAM/CMMS system, start by looking at your foundation or lack of one.
More than likely, the culprit is hiding in there.

Building Your Asset Management System on Best Practices
But simply having an AMS is not enough. It is critical that you build your AMS on industry-proven and
accepted practices. Starting with the right foundation accelerates value realization and provides assurance to
stakeholders that the system is built on rock-solid footings. Making the mistake of building your system on
questionable practices can be worse than not implementing a system at all. Beginning with practices that are
industry-recognized and established will help you implement a better system faster.
So, the answer is easy. Asset-intensive operations rely on their assets to be successful. An AMS, built on what is
tried and proven, is there to make success happen.

Get Help Developing an Asset Management System

SwainSmith, Inc., specializes in designing, implementing, and auditing industry-leading, ISO-compliant AMS.
We draw on proprietary tool sets (including our SynergyTM Asset Management System) and deep domain
expertise to build high-performance systems that deliver unparalleled value to our clients. Our systems improve
asset performance, reduce risk, and lower OPEX and CAPEX costs on a long-term and sustainable basis. Our
AMS integrate and optimize all aspects of the operation to create maximum value.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Asset Management Systems: A Maintenance Best Practice
Last week we shared our maintenance maturity model, which describes the five stages organizations travel
through on the journey to asset management excellence. This week we’re going to talk more about the vehicle
that gets you there: management systems.

Understanding maintenance maturity
First, let’s review the maintenance journey. Most organizations start with a maintenance program that’s reactive
and creates a lot of waste. As the maintenance program matures, the organization becomes more strategic
about managing its assets. It uses preventive maintenance, EAM and PdM technologies, and MRO inventory
management to increase uptime and reduce cost.
The most successful maintenance programs mature into enterprise asset management programs. Enterprise asset
management expands the maintenance program beyond the maintenance department. It mobilizes the whole
organization to better manage physical assets, breaking down silos and rallying other business functions, such as
procurement and capital project management, to support asset maintenance efforts.

How to drive improvement in asset management
On that journey, the biggest challenge is one of management. How do you manage all of the business activities
that affect assets—such as scheduling work, stocking spare parts, contracting vendors, and analyzing reliability
— to ensure that they are working together to create the most value? How do you manage all of the supporting
technologies — EAM, PdM, IIoT, and others — to deliver the best results?
To manage assets and maintenance effectively, a business needs a formal organizational program for asset
management. In industry terms, such a program is called a management system.

Management systems for physical assets
Management systems (not software systems) are organizational programs that businesses use to achieve certain
goals. They are best known from the realm of quality management, where ISO 9001 quality management
systems are standard practice.
But a management system can be used in any area that requires formal structure and management control. It
uses documented processes, policies, and performance measures to align business activities with goals and to
coordinate efforts across business functions and locations.
Industry standards for asset management, including ISO 55001, ISO 41001, and PAS 55, support a management
system approach. They validate the use of management systems as a best practice for asset maintenance and
management.

What does an asset management system look like?

An asset management system has five key areas:
1. Organization and management documentation provides the leadership component, including corporate
policy, objectives, strategy, and organizational structure.
2. Practices, processes, and procedures define how work is performed, how spare parts are managed, and how
MRO parts and supplies are purchased.
3. Data standards and coding schemes lay a foundation for good master data management (MDM) in the
CMMS or EAM software system.
4. Performance management tools establish key performance indicators (KPIs) and auditing programs for the
asset management system.
5. IT requirements provide guidelines for configuring all asset management technology, including EAM
software; IIoT technology; and integration to SCADA, ERP, and production control systems. This element
connects the management system (the practices and the processes) with the information system (e.g.,
EAM). Coordination between the technology and the practices is critical for success.
Together, these five areas cover every aspect of an asset management operation — people, process, data,
technology, and more.

Why are management systems a best practice for asset maintenance?
A management system provides documented standards and direction for maintenance organizations:
9 Ensures that procedures are executed the same way by different technicians at different plants.
9 Establishes standards for data governance, which improves CMMS and EAM software performance.
9 Defines roles, responsibilities, and reporting relationships for maintenance and MRO supply chain
functions.
9 Standardizes KPIs for asset management at all business locations.
9 Creates an organizational program for continually auditing and improving the asset management operation.
This kind of organizational program for maintenance doesn’t take a lot of work to build, and it offers an
unparalleled degree of control and insight into the maintenance operation. If you’re serious about driving
down costs, improving productivity, and achieving business objectives with your maintenance operation, a
management system is the way to go.
SwainSmith helps clients design organizational systems for maintenance and asset management. Our SynergyTM
series provides a fully documented system for managing maintenance work, MRO materials, and MRO
procurement. It makes the design process simple and fast, and it also establishes a foundation of best practices.
If we can answer any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact us at info@swainsmith.com or 828.215.9471.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Achieving MRO supply chain savings
How to Cut Maintenance Costs by Better Managing Your MRO Parts and Supplies
The quickest way to create savings with your maintenance program is through MRO materials management.
In many organizations, materials represent half of all maintenance costs, yet MRO inventory is historically the
most mismanaged aspect of asset management. This makes it ripe for savings.
While the maintenance department can create value in other ways — for example, by using preventative
maintenance and condition monitoring to extend asset life — most of those are a long game. If you want to save
money fast, focus on reducing what you spend on spare parts and other MRO supplies.

Identifying potential MRO savings
How do you know if your MRO materials management operation has the potential to create savings? Here are
some signs:
›

Your technicians just type what they need into the purchasing system instead of ordering off a standard
catalog record.

›

You don’t know how often inventory items are used, so you have no way of knowing what quantity to keep
in stock.

›

Because you don’t have accurate usage data, you’re always running out of items or buying excess items.

›

When there’s a maintenance emergency, you pay to overnight the necessary parts because you don’t have
them or can’t find them in the storeroom.

›

You have technicians performing the “crib crawl” trying to find the part they need to fix a piece of
equipment.

›

You buy the same types of parts at multiple sites, but each site has a different part record or catalog, so you
can’t share inventory or track purchase history across sites.

What drives MRO costs?
MRO costs are controlled by two variables: quantity and price. You should aim to reduce both if you want to
maximize your savings.
Reducing quantity is an inventory management process. You need to know what you have in stock and be able
to find it when you need it so that you’re not ordering duplicates. You must be able to predict what you need,
based on accurate usage data, so that you’re not buying excess inventory.
Reducing price is a procurement process. You need to know what you’re buying and have the information to
do spend analysis so that your buyers can negotiate better prices with vendors. This is especially important if
you have multiple sites that buy the same types of items. To keep prices down, you must be able to see and
standardize your purchasing across all sites.
The starting point for reducing both quantity and price is information. You have to know what you have, where
it’s located, how much you’re using, and what you’re buying. That means you need a good MRO catalog (i.e.,
materials master).

The importance of MRO master data
Your MRO materials master is critical in the effort to reduce MRO costs. Savings are driven by information, and
information starts with master data. (You need good business processes too, but the master data comes first.)
Master data is central to inventory management. Clean and complete catalog records allow the storeroom to find
parts easily when needed. They also enable the storeroom to track usage history so that optimum stock levels
can be determined with accuracy.
Master data is also vital for creating value with procurement. Buying off catalog records allows the procurement
function to track purchase history and negotiate better prices with vendors. It also helps to prevent off-contract
or “maverick” purchases.
In both cases, complete and accurate MRO master records are essential.

What does a good MRO catalog look like?
Completeness and accuracy are important, but those aren’t the only goals you should be striving for with your
materials master data. A good MRO catalog:
›

Contains a record for every item you purchase, both inventory and non-inventory items.

›

Has detailed information about each item (not just the manufacturer’s part number).

›

Uses standardized descriptions that follow a noun, modifier, attribute format.

›

Specifies items’ locations in the storeroom so that parts can be found easily.

›

Does not contain duplicate records.

›

Does not have typos, spelling errors, or bad syntax. (This makes it hard to find item records and can lead to
duplicate records.)

›

Links item records to equipment bills of materials (BOM) so that it’s easy for maintenance technicians to
find the right part.

Good MRO data are free of errors and follow standardized naming conventions.

Developing your MRO materials master
Developing and managing the MRO catalog can be labor-intensive. A typical storeroom can have 10,000 or
more part records, and unlike the asset registry, the materials catalog has to be updated several times daily.
That’s why you need data standards. A good MRO catalog is built on taxonomies, naming conventions, and
coding structures. The United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC) taxonomy is one
example. SwainSmith’s EAM Master Data Library contains many more data standards that have been
designed specifically with MRO materials management in mind. Such standards make it possible to keep
thousands of part records clean, consistent, and organized.
Once you have data standards in place, the next step is to develop your master data to meet those standards. This
process can involve data collection or migration, cleansing, standardization, and enhancement. You should also
establish a business process for managing the MRO catalog. (If you want to see exactly what the development
process looks like, our MRO Data Services page provides a good overview.)

Using MRO data to optimize quantity
Inventory reduction (driving down the quantity on hand) is about identifying and eliminating excess materials.
This is done through the rationalization (i.e., analysis and adjustment) of reorder points and quantities. The
rationalization process needs data for it to work right. Usage data, purchase data, lead time, and criticality data
all factor in to how much inventory you should keep on hand.
Organizations historically carry 15% to 25% more inventory than they need. This isn’t good. Spending money
or tying up working capital unnecessarily does not make good business sense. This problem can result from a
variety of factors (e.g., the storeroom reporting up through maintenance operations), but one of the main culprits
is MRO master data. Bad data and no data create unknowns, and uncertainties will drive up costs.
Clean, complete, and standardized MRO data helps to optimize inventory quantity (i.e., ensure that you’re
carrying the right part in the right quantity) in several ways:
›

Having only one record for each item means that you’ll be able to track usage accurately. This will allow
you to predict how much you need to stock, so you can stop buying excess inventory.

›

Once you know what you have and what you’re using, you can use that information to eliminate unneeded
and obsolete inventory.

›

Duplicate records lead to duplicate inventory—the same part in different places in the storeroom. By
eliminating duplicates, you’ll cut out unnecessary purchases.

›

Good MRO data makes it easy to find parts in the catalog and in the storeroom, so you’ll no longer be
ordering duplicates of parts that you already have but can’t find. This can also help to control price,
because you won’t have to pay to overnight critical parts when equipment breaks down and you can’t find
the part in time. You should target savings of 15% to 25% on shipping costs.

Using MRO data to control price
The key to controlling prices is that whenever you buy, you buy from a catalog record. This gives the
purchasing department accurate spend data, which can be used to negotiate better prices.

A couple of key best practices make this possible. First, every item you buy needs to be in the MRO catalog. A
lot of our clients say “We’ve got our inventory set up.” But not all items are inventory items. Many items are
bought but not stocked. The catalog needs to contain every item you purchase, whether or not you keep it in
inventory.
Second, multi-site organizations should use a common MRO catalog. All of the sites for the most part buy
the same types of materials. They should all buy off of one system record, not many. This makes it possible to
report on what items are being used and bought “across” the enterprise.
Once you know what you’re buying, you can build vendor purchase agreements that firm up price, quality,
delivery, and service requirements. Establishing agreements for the common items that you are buying creates
savings. You should target savings of 5% to 10% on purchasing prices.

The added benefits of good MRO data
We’ve talked about the immediate hard-dollar savings that you can create by improving your MRO materials
management. But this process can also create significant downstream value.
Materials are the number one cause of maintenance delays. By making it easier to find parts, and ensuring that
the proper parts are available when needed, you will increase maintenance productivity by as much as 15%.
This means that more maintenance work gets done, because your technicians can spend their time turning
wrenches, not digging through the storeroom looking for spare parts. Saving an hour per day, per tech, is good
ROI. That by itself justifies the investment into better MRO data.
Making parts available when needed also reduces mean time to repair (MTTR). This means more uptime and
higher productivity on the production side of the business.

Mastering your MRO data
In the ideal scenario, when a piece of equipment breaks down, you can pull up the bill of materials (BOM) for
that asset, use the BOM to find the required part in the MRO catalog, and see immediately if the item is in stock.
If it’s in stock, you can look up the item’s location in the storeroom and go straight to where that item is stored.
If it’s not in stock, you can order more on an existing contract with the click of a button in the MRO catalog.
You may not be there yet. But making dough with MRO starts with your MRO catalog. Developing a solid
materials master is the first step toward better MRO inventory management and procurement. Improving your
MRO data will enable you to reach the low-hanging fruit — saving money on MRO materials — while putting
you on the road to increasing maintenance productivity and equipment availability.
If your MRO materials master is giving you trouble, SwainSmith can help. We have assisted some of the world’s
largest organizations in improving their MRO data. Contact us at 828-215-9471 or info@swainsmith.com,
and be sure to ask about a complimentary demonstration! We’ll put a few of your item records through our
cleansing, standardization, and enhancement process so you can see the difference.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Use problem and failure codes to boost asset reliability.
EAM software gives you dozens of ways to improve asset reliability. Developing a PM program is one of
the more common. But the method with the biggest potential to increase uptime — and the one that’s most
underutilized — is the use of Problem and Failure Codes on corrective maintenance work orders.
Problem and failure codes are key to solving reliability issues. Failure analysis starts with failure codes.
When used properly, they allow you to aggregate failure data across the equipment registry — giving you the
information you need to drive analysis, reduce failures, and increase asset uptime.
Problem Codes define the problem you’re having with a piece of equipment — seized, leaking, overheating,
etc. Failure Codes designate “what” is failing — bearing noisy, seal/gasket leaking, valve worn, etc. This
allows Maintenance to conduct further analysis on the part that’s having the issue.
Together these two code types are extremely powerful. When applied consistently to corrective maintenance
work orders, they provide visibility into asset failures. These codes allow you to trend and identify the most
common and expensive problems and failures. So instead of hunting around in the dark, you’ll know exactly
where to spend your time and money — and have the data to back you up.
Developing great problem and failure codes doesn’t have to be difficult. Prebuilt coding libraries can speed
up development for a fraction of what it would cost to build code sets from scratch.
At SwainSmith, we have the industry’s most comprehensive equipment class-specific problem-failure coding
library. Our library contains over:
›

1,500 problem-failure-action-cause codes.

›

200,000 failure relationships.

›

167 distinct equipment classes.
Our library can jump-start the development of your RCM initiative.
Contact us for more information or a complimentary demo or data set.

Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Want Better EAM Data? Commit to Business Processes.

Practices, processes, and procedures are where great asset management information starts!
Business processes play a vital role in data creation. Software gets a lot of attention. But software is a drug. It’s
flashy and exciting, and it makes you think that it can solve all your problems. In reality, it just distracts you
from the real issues.
If you want better data, you have to put aside your EAM/CMMS software — break your software addiction
— and think about the fundamental activities associated with properly managing your equipment. You have to
commit to processes.

The quickest way to improve your data is to fix your processes.
An asset management operation runs on processes:
•
•
•

Processes for how maintenance identifies, controls, plans, schedules, and completes work
Processes for how spare parts are stored, identified, controlled, and managed
Processes for how purchases and receipts are made

Software does play a crucial role in today’s lean-and-mean environment, but it’s still just a tool designed to help
execute processes. Process creates information; the software just streamlines the process and rolls up (i.e.,
reports) the resulting data.

Seven steps to better asset management processes
1. Document your process. (If your process isn’t documented, you don’t have a process.)
2. Make sure your process identifies who does what, when.
3. Base your process on industry-accepted and proven methods. (There’s nothing worse than formalizing a
bad process.)
4. Train the folks that are responsible for executing the process. (Everyone in the organization has a role with
a set of responsibilities. They should know what they are on the hook for.)
5. Execute the process on a disciplined and consistent basis. Don’t deviate from what has been designed and
agreed upon.
6. Audit your process to ensure compliance to it. (You can’t shift and drift. You have to stay on the straight
and narrow.)
7. Always look for ways to improve and streamline the process.

Process templates for asset management
At SwainSmith, we’ve already taken care of steps 1, 2, and 3 for you. Our Synergy asset management
business process model jump-starts your process development effort and ensures your processes are built
on what is tried and proven. Developing sound business process from scratch can be time-consuming and
expensive.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Developing a Comprehensive Preventative and Predictive
Maintenance Program
Clear, informative job plans are the first step to developing a world-class PM/PdM program.
Well-written preventative maintenance and predictive maintenance (PM/PdM) routines are key to improving
maintenance job safety, increasing maintenance productivity, and extending the useful life of your assets. PM/
PdM routines, or job plans as they are also called, exist to make planned maintenance work go as smoothly as
possible.
The first step to implementing a good PM/PdM routine — and sometimes the most difficult — is writing it.
Below are some key areas you don’t want to overlook when developing a PM/PdM routine.
•

•

•
•
•

•

Labor estimate – A well-written PM/PdM routine will identify the labor required to execute the work
order. This should be expressed in terms of total time and resources (i.e., number of technicians). This
estimate is important for operations, who may have to give up the equipment for a period of time; for
weekly and daily maintenance scheduling; and for measuring how well the PM/PdM routine was planned.
Knowing the actual and estimated labor requirements for planned maintenance jobs is key to measuring
the Maintenance Planner’s performance.
Task instructions – These are the PM/PdM instructions that the technician is going to execute. Task
instructions should be based on more than look and feel. They should address measurable equipment
performance variables such as heat and pressure, and they should require specific measurements rather
than asking for general impressions. Instead of telling the technician “Touch to see if it is hot,” replace that
instruction with “Using an IR gun, ensure that the motor case’s temperature is below 130° F.”
Graphics – A picture of the asset undergoing the required PM/PdM work is helpful, especially for new
technicians. Pictures can be processed much faster than prose. Because of this, the more visuals the better.
Safety – This is the most important section of any PM/PdM routine. A good PM/PdM routine will identify
all safety issues that the technician should be aware of before working on the equipment and executing the
PM/PdM work order. Safety first!
Parts – A well-written PM/PdM routine will identify any and all parts that are needed to execute the
job. For example, if the job involves changing out a filter, the PM/PdM routine should list the filter as
a required part and provide the item number and description. All required parts should be available and
staged for the technician at the start of the job. There’s nothing worse than a highly skilled, well-paid
technician doing the “crib crawl” to find a part for a planned PM/PdM work order. It’s a productivity killer.
Tools – A good PM/PdM routine will identify the tools the technician needs to effectively execute the work
order. Just like parts, the right tools must be available and ready to use when needed.

In the end, a PM/PdM inspection must get the right result while minimizing wasted time and effort. This begins
with writing a good PM/PdM routine. Ensuring that your PM/PdM routines include all of the information listed
above will go a long way to making your planned work more efficient.
The PM/PdM routine is a living document. It should continue to evolve as the plant introduces new practices,
such as RCM, and new technologies, such as sensors and IIoT devices. It should also be evaluated and tweaked
on an ongoing basis as you analyze corrective maintenance. Keep in mind that, with a good inspection program,
20–30% of PM/PdM inspections will find an issue that needs to be addressed and lead to a follow-up job. If you
are not seeing those numbers, take a closer look at your PM/PdM routines. The better the PM/PdM routine, the
more issues you will catch in advance — and the better the equipment will perform.
If you need help writing good PM/PdM routines, SwainSmith’s professional planners and engineers are ready to
assist. We have the libraries and expertise to help you build a world-class PM/PdM program.

Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Implementing a World-Class MRO Storeroom
Did you know that inefficient storeroom operations are the number one cause of maintenance delay? When
technicians can’t find the parts they need, or when a part is out of stock and has to be ordered, maintenance
productivity plummets. (And even worse, it increases the MTTR of critical production equipment.)
Plus, a bad storeroom is a money pit. Insufficient inventory causes costly rush orders and equipment
downtime. Excess inventory ties up working capital, often on parts that are obsolete or no longer needed. Even
if you have the optimum amount of inventory, if you can’t find a part when you need it, you’ll end up ordering
another one.
At SwainSmith, we help clients implement world-class storeroom operations. A world-class storeroom
operation boosts maintenance productivity, improves MTTR, and increases equipment uptime by making sure
the right part is available when and where it’s needed.
But that’s not all. Improving your storeroom operation is the quickest way to slash costs and free up working
capital. As we like to say, “The dough is in MRO.” Fixing your storeroom can significantly reduce material
maintenance costs.
Implementing a world-class storeroom takes four things:
›

Great storeroom design and setup. (Storage media, barcoding system, etc.)

›

Clean, accurate, standardized MRO materials data.

›

Best practices for materials management. (Picking, kitting, delivery, etc.)

›

Easy-to-use, properly configured EAM software.

SwainSmith’s storeroom services cover all four areas. We provide everything you need – storeroom design and
setup, MRO data development, industry-proven practices, software configuration, and more – to whip your
storeroom into shape.
If you want to save money, go after MRO. It’s the low-hanging fruit in the asset management operation. And
on top of saving money, you’ll increase maintenance productivity and equipment uptime. It’s a win-win for
your organization. So we’ll say it one more time: if your goal is to boost equipment performance and reduce
maintenance costs, start by implementing a world-class storeroom operation.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Data

The Importance of EAM Master Data
Good information is the holy grail of asset management. Everyone is looking for complete, accurate and upto-date information to make informed business decisions that will improve asset performance, reduce risk and
lower costs.
In this quest, many asset-intensive organizations have invested heavily in asset information systems (i.e., EAM/
ERP/CMMS) over the last 20 years. Yet, despite considerable expenditure, organizations complain that benefits
have been slow to materialize and are difficult to measure. Managers say they still can’t access the information
they need.
If everyone is after it, why is good information still so hard to get? What is missing?
Good asset management information is a product of several things. You often hear people, process and
technology cited as key information drivers. That’s true, but there is a fourth piece that is essential for creating
good asset management information, yet it is often overlooked. That piece is content.

What Is Enterprise Asset Management Content?
Content refers to static data structures that are stored in the information system. It includes master data, such
as the equipment master, materials catalog and vendor master, and coding structures, such as work order types,
failure codes and equipment classes. (In general use, content sometimes includes transactional data, such as
records of transactions conducted in the software system, or unstructured data, such as documents like manuals,
drawings and contracts. In this article, however, content refers specifically to fixed, structured data that is
preloaded into the information system.)
Master data provides a standardized library of information about an organization’s assets, materials, vendors
and other business objects. Coding structures are used to sort, group and filter data. These two types of content
are distinct, but they share a key characteristic: both are loaded into the system as opposed to being created by
the system.
An asset information system contains several layers of data. These include content, transactional data, and
reports generated by the system from this data. Content is the bottom layer, the base on which transaction
records and reports are built.

Figure 1: Layers of data in an asset information system
Content is foundational because it must be referenced when the system completes other tasks. Thus, developing
good content is crucial if you want to pull useful information out of your software.

Content and the EAM Information Pipeline
Content interacts with people, process and technology to create transactional data, such as work orders, pick
tickets and purchase orders. Each time a transaction record is created, the system must reference existing system
content. Work orders are created on equipment records, for example, and parts are issued from a materials
catalog.
As transaction records are created, the system builds up a history of information about asset-related events. This
transactional data is the basis for performance measurement and analysis. Mean time between failures (MTBF),
equipment failure analysis, reorder point analysis and many other analytical tools rely on transactional data for
their insights.

Figure 2: The asset information pipeline
In addition to its role in creating transactional data, content also plays a key role in reporting, analytics and
system usability. That’s why bad content is so lethal to good information; content is the starting point for
everything the software system does.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Utilizing Equipment Failure Codes to
Better Understand Your Assets
Problem-failure codes are one of the top tools that world-class maintenance organizations use to improve asset
reliability, predict and prevent equipment failures, and reduce urgent and emergency maintenance levels. In this
blog post, we’re going to see how you can develop and benefit from these codes in your operation.

Using problem-failure codes to better understand asset reliability issues
Asset reliability and granularity go hand in hand. To improve reliability over the long term, you need the ability
to look under the hood and see exactly where equipment problems are originating, which components are
failing, and how issues are being resolved.
For that level of insight, comments on work orders won’t cut it. You need the ability to collect precise,
structured data about equipment failures and then aggregate, report, and analyze it. The only way to do that is
with detailed equipment failure coding structures, including problem codes, failure codes, and action codes.
Let’s start with some definitions.
›

Problem codes identify the initial problem you are having with a piece of equipment. For example,
leaking, vibrating, not working, etc.

›

Failure codes identify what caused the problem. For example, bearing failed, seal worn, bushing damaged,
etc.

›

Action codes identify the action the technician took to fix the issue. For example, repaired, replaced, etc.

These codes are applied to corrective maintenance work orders – usually by the technician that fixed the
problem. They work together to tell you what the problem is, what caused the problem, and how the problem
was fixed.
When these data are aggregated, they can provide valuable insights. For example, you can identify the top ten
failure reasons by frequency or cost, top ten problem reasons by frequency or cost, replace vs. repair percentage,
etc. Insights like these can be used to help prevent and better predict equipment issues.

Failure data acts like a reliability compass, pointing you in the direction that needs attention. It tells you what
issues to go after and how best to spend your time and money. Best of all, it gives you the data to validate and
justify your asset management decisions.
Equipment failure codes help you get to know your assets better. The better you understand your assets, the
better and more cost-effectively you can manage them.

Developing problem, failure, and action coding structures
Now that you are convinced (I hope) that problem-failure codes are the way to go, let’s talk about their
development. First, these types of coding structures are best developed by asset class (i.e., equipment class).
An asset class is a group of assets that share similar characteristics, such as centrifugal pumps or reciprocating
compressors. Each asset class should have a set of problem, failure, and action codes that are specific to it. You
begin the failure code development process by establishing your asset classes. To look at some sample asset
classes, click here.
Once you have your classes identified, the next step is to prioritize them. Not all equipment is treated equally.
Some asset classes are more important than others. Develop codes for the most important equipment classes
first.

A word of caution. Organizations sometimes over-engineer the development effort. They try to create a perfect
code set before they do any tracking, analysis, or action. Developing a perfect code set – one that covers every
possible problem and failure mode for every equipment class in the facility – could take years. The pursuit of
perfection is admirable, but it will delay the implementation of activities that could make a meaningful impact
on uptime. And this delay could be very costly in terms of production, service output, or health, safety, and
environmental concerns.
As the old saying goes, perfection is the enemy of progress. Start with something that is good, and then make it
better over time. Begin with a foundation of codes. Go ahead and introduce the practice of tracking failure data
using problem, failure, and action codes. Establish your reporting outputs and analysis techniques. Don’t wait
on being perfect. Being good is good enough to get going. Identify the key problems and failures associated
with your equipment classes, and go from there. You can refine over time.

To save yourself development time and effort, you could purchase an equipment failure code library, such as the
Problem-Failure-Action Code Library from SwainSmith. Our library includes over 1,900 codes for over 200
common equipment classes. It is designed to jumpstart and springboard your reliability initiative. Starting with a
failure code library can significantly reduce your development time and provide an industry-proven foundation
to start from. This means you can create move value sooner. We also offer subscriptions that provide monthly
updates to keep your library current. We add new equipment classes and codes to our library each week. For
more information, contact at 828-215-9471 or info@swainsmith.com.
However you choose to do it, developing problem-failure codes is a big step toward building a better
maintenance program. Take the first step in getting to know your assets better. They will be happy that you did.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Four Work Order Code Sets That Will Transform Your Maintenance
Reporting
Ok, we admit that “Transform Your Maintenance Reporting” may sound hyperbolic. But when it comes to
CMMS or EAM software reporting and analysis, nothing is more important than codes.
Codes are abbreviated data fields that are keyed to EAM system records and used to capture and roll up different
types of information in the EAM system. The EAM system’s ability to produce useful information is partially
but crucially dependent on the development of codes and their usage as part of system transactions.
Keep reading to learn about four key coding sets that you can use to improve your work management and give
your maintenance reporting a boost.

How Work Order Codes Improve CMMS and EAM Software Performance
Work order codes help you organize maintenance data into informational summaries so you can monitor how
the asset management operation is performing. For example, the proper use of work order priority codes will tell
you the percentage of unplanned maintenance to planned maintenance (an important KPI for any maintenance
organization).

Work order priority codes allow you to measure reactive versus proactive maintenance.
Codes are also needed to explore data and reports in order to extract insights that can be used to understand and
improve business performance. For example, the proper use of work order closing codes (such as problem and
failure codes) will provide granularity into equipment failures. This is key to building a great PM program and
improving asset reliability.

Problem and failure codes allow you to zero in on asset reliability issues.
The four types of work order codes below are essential for improving equipment uptime and maintenance
performance. The definitions we’ve provided are based on industry-proven practices. (For more proven
practices like these, check out our SynergyTM series of best practice models.)

Work Order Type Codes
Work Order Type Codes indicate the nature of the work. These codes are applied to a work order when it is
approved. These codes are important for sorting work orders when planning and scheduling, and then again
later for management reporting of historical information.

Work Order Priority Codes
Work Order Priority Codes define when a work order should be addressed relative to other work orders.
Work Order Priority Codes are used to prioritize work, sort work orders in the EAM system, and facilitate
development of Weekly and Daily Work Schedules. The work priority may be set when the work request is
created or approved, or when developing the Daily or Weekly Work Schedule.

Equipment Problem Codes
Problem Codes are closing codes used by technicians to record the problem with a piece of equipment. These
codes are tied to a specific class of equipment, such as Pump or Motor. Below are examples of Problem Codes
associated with the Pump equipment class:

Equipment Failure Codes
Equipment Failure Codes are closing codes entered by technicians that identify “what” failed on a piece of
equipment. These codes allow further analysis to be conducted on the part or component of the equipment that
failed. Like Problem Codes, Failure Codes are specific to each class of equipment. For example, Failure Codes
for the Pump equipment class could include:

Developing Work Order Codes for Your CMMS or EAM System
Work order codes enable you to effectively and efficiently report on key asset management activities, equipment
issues, and performance measures. They show you what’s happening, why it’s happening, and what you can do
about it.
The work order codes described above are some of the most critical for maintenance organizations. Develop
those four coding sets, and you’ll be off to a good start with your EAM or CMMS reporting. But many other
types of codes can help you to gather information about your asset management. Some others to explore include
work status codes, work delay codes, and how found codes.
Used properly, good coding structures translate raw maintenance data into information and information into
insights. You might be thinking, “Isn’t that what an EAM software system is supposed to do anyway?” Yes - but
it needs codes to do it!
If you need help developing rich and actionable EAM or CMMS codes, let us know. We have the industry’s most
comprehensive EAM coding library coupled with 20 years of EAM system implementation experience.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Give Maintenance a Boost with
Documented Maintenance Procedures
Documented business processes are the key to effective asset management.
Every asset-intensive operation needs documented maintenance business processes. Documented processes are
tangible. You can point to them and say, “This is what we do.” That kind of stability is critical in today’s fastmoving, always-changing maintenance environment.

Why You Need Documented Maintenance Processes
›

They formalize activities and convey intent.

›

They identify who does what, and when.

›

They establish a standard to audit against.

›

They keep business practices consistent when technicians come and go.

›

They simplify training by providing documented training materials.

Developing Maintenance Process Documentation
Business processes must identify certain information for each activity:
›

What is it?

›

Who executes it?

›

Where does the process take place?

›

When does it happen?

›

Why do we do it?

In addition to the above information, business processes should include process flow maps with role swim
lanes that identify how roles will coordinate to execute a given activity. Process flow maps provide a high-level
overview of key activities. Business processes should also include step-by-step procedures, which are more
specific and break down an activity into key tasks.

Jump-Starting Your Documentation Effort
If you need help developing industry-proven asset management business processes, our team of seasoned
consultants is ready to assist. We employ our SynergyTM model, which is the industry’s largest library of
industry-proven asset management processes, to jump-start your documentation effort.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Using EAM Codes to Improve Asset Information
EAM system coding structures are the most overlooked and underappreciated data elements in the maintenance
management software system. This is unfortunate. If developed and applied correctly, they can help sort, group,
and organize critical asset management information.
EAM system codes such as work order (WO) types, WO classes, how found, maintenance delay, equipment
failure, inventory classes, etc. are all examples of EAM data coding structures that support asset management
best practices.
EAM codes are critical to system reporting and analysis capabilities because they are at the core of many key
performance indicators (KPIs). For example:
A KPI to measure emergency maintenance levels would target a WO Priority Code. Work Order Priority Codes
are used to prioritize work, sort the Work Order Backlog, and facilitate development of Weekly and Daily Work
Schedules.
A KPI to measure maintenance delays would target a WO Delay Code. Work Delay Codes are keyed by the
Maintenance Technician to indicate the nature of delays encountered while working on a job. A Maintenance
Planner’s primary responsibility is to identify sources of delay for the Maintenance Technician and eliminate
them. To that end, the Maintenance Planner uses feedback from the Maintenance Technician and the Work
Delay Codes to improve future maintenance planning efforts.
Developing distinctive and comprehensive EAM codes allows data to be viewed and reported in a variety of
ways. EAM codes provide insight into maintenance, inventory, and procurement processes, turning transactional
data into insightful and meaningful information. If you want to give your EAM system a turbo boost, develop a
killer set of data coding structures.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Optimize Your EAM Equipment Master
A complete, accurate, structured equipment master (i.e., asset registry) is the starting point for collecting good
work order transaction data and generating insightful performance analyses. Because it’s so fundamental,
it’s important that you get it right. Bad equipment master data can wreak havoc with failure reporting, delay
maintenance activities, and make it difficult to use the EAM software system.
Pieces of equipment are entities for which data are stored and Work Orders are created in the EAM System.
There are four common levels of equipment hierarchies and numbering standards in the EAM System:
›

Location — Physical locations of systems, positions, and assets. For example, a pumping station or
system located on 10 Main Street or in the basement of Building 2.

›

System — Collections of positions and/or assets that work together to deliver a required business function
or service. For example, wastewater collection and treatment systems.

›

Position — Positions or Functional Locations identify a location in which an asset resides. Positions are
considered to be in the engineering realm and are identified on P&IDs. Tag or engineering numbers are
used to identify these equipment records.

›

Asset — Assets are maintainable physical objects. In the EAM System, assets are the base unit of
equipment information and the smallest tracking unit for capital investments. It is a best practice to have
assets auto-numbered by the EAM System.

Locations, systems, positions, and assets for a hierarchy of equipment are stored as information in the EAM
System, with locations at the top of the hierarchy and assets at the bottom.
Data is shared among levels of the equipment hierarchy. For example, data for a Work Order performed on an
asset is also stored in the position, system, and location equipment to which the asset belongs. Data sharing
allows tracking of asset performance in detail and under differing conditions, evaluation of performance of
entire systems, and assessment of the effect locations and positions have on systems and assets.
A great equipment master is one that is:
›

Complete. (Database includes all equipment in the facility and no critical information is missing — e.g.
criticality codes, classifications, problem / failure codes, etc.)

›

Accurate. (All information is correct and up to date.)

›

Clean. (No duplicate entries, spelling errors, unnecessary syntax, etc.)

›

Structured. (Equipment records are organized into a logical hierarchy so that costs roll up properly.)

At SwainSmith, we build equipment masters to meet all of the qualifications above. Our equipment master
development service covers everything you need to develop a great equipment master, from plant walk-down
to data cleansing to hierarchy development. We bring deep domain expertise as well as industry-accepted
data taxonomies, classification schemes, nomenclature standards, and hierarchy structures to every client

engagement. We are all about the data.
If you want to improve your asset data management but aren’t sure where to start, ask us for a complimentary
data evaluation. We’ll take a no-obligation look at your data and offer a few ideas on how to improve it.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Master Data: The Missing Ingredient
The Information Challenge
Accurate, actionable information is the holy grail of asset management. We all want it. We are all trying to get
our hands on it. Work order data, equipment histories, inventory lists, vendor records, purchase order data:
the list goes on. We need complete, accurate, and up-to-date information so we can make informed business
decisions that will improve asset performance, reduce risk, and lower costs.
Over the last twenty years, many asset-intensive organizations have invested heavily in information systems
(such as EAM, CMMS, and ERP) to help manage their assets and improve operational efficiency. Such
investments typically include new software systems, revised work processes, and organizational changes, all
aimed at providing better information so that the asset management functions — maintenance, operations,
procurement, and the rest — can make better decisions. Yet, despite considerable expenditure, many
organizations complain that benefits have been slow to materialize and are difficult to measure, and many
managers say that they still do not have access to the information they need.
If everyone is after it, why is good information still so hard to get? What are we missing?
Good asset management information is a product of several things. We have all heard people, process, and
technology cited as key information drivers. That is true: those three elements are critical to getting ROI out of
your information system. But that popular trinity is missing a key component. There is a fourth element that is
essential to creating good asset management information but is often overlooked. That element is content.

What Is Content?
Content refers to static data structures that are stored in the information system. It includes master data (such
as the equipment master, materials catalog, and vendor master) and coding structures (such as work order
types, failure codes, and equipment classes).1
Master data provides a standardized library of information about an organization’s assets, materials, vendors,
and other business objects. Coding structures are used to sort, group, and filter data. These two types of content
are distinct, but they share a key characteristic: both are loaded into the system as opposed to being created by
the system. As the term “static data” suggests, content does not change unless it is intentionally modified by
users.
An asset information system contains several layers of data. These include content (master data and coding
structures), transaction records (such as work orders and pick tickets), and reports generated by the system from
other data. Content is the bottom layer — the base on which transaction records and reports are built.
Content is foundational because it must be referenced when the system completes other tasks. When an operator
submits a work request for a piece of equipment, the system must reference the asset’s record in the equipment
master. When a technician puts in a request for a part from the storeroom, the system must reference the part’s
record in the materials catalog. When a maintenance manager generates a report on work orders in progress, the
system must reference work status codes. In fact, content is the starting point for everything the software system
does. Thus, developing good content is crucial if you want to pull useful information out of your software.

. In general use, the term “content” has varying definitions. It sometimes includes transactional data (i.e.,
records of transactions conducted in the software system). It may also refer to unstructured data such as
manuals, drawings, contracts, and other materials that would be stored in a document management system.
In the context of this article, “content” refers specifically to fixed, structured data that is pre-loaded into the
information system.
1

Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Organization

Standardizing Enterprise Asset Management
Across the Organization
Introduction
In a multi-plant environment, getting everyone aligned and managing their assets in a similar way can be
challenging. Geographical separation, lack of documentation, limited corporate assistance, and absence of
standards are some factors that inhibit teamwork and encourage individuals to do things their way. “Go Your
Own Way” is a great song by Fleetwood Mac, but it’s not a great asset management strategy. When sites take
different management approaches to identical and similar asset classes, it introduces variability, risks, and
higher costs into the operation. What’s more, a golden opportunity to leverage resource knowledge and build an
asset management community within the organization is missed.
Standardizing how the company’s assets are cared for makes sense, and it’s not as hard as one might think.
Let’s start by breaking down the asset management operation into its five key elements: data, practices,
organization, technology, and performance management.

Standardizing Asset Management Data
Your standardization journey starts with your EAM master data. Everyone should use the same naming
conventions, codes, hierarchies, nomenclature standards, and taxonomies. When it comes to master data, there is
no room for deviation. Master data is master for a reason. Your reporting and ability to effectively and efficiently
use the EAM software system are dependent upon standardized master data structures.

Standardizing Asset Management Practices
The next step is standardizing practices, processes, and procedures. Work management, MRO materials
management, and procurement processes should be the same across all of the plants. The plants should identify,
control, plan, and schedule work in similar manners. Minor deviation is allowable at the procedure level to
accommodate personnel or resource constraints, but adherence to the practice must remain the same. For
example, it is a best practice to develop a weekly maintenance schedule. The development of this schedule is
not optional, but the timing of when the schedule is published might vary based on work schedules. Practice
makes perfect. That is definitely true in asset management.

Standardizing the Asset Management Organization
Asset management is best done from the top down. This starts with the executive team. There should be an
organizational asset management policy and strategy as well as a common set of objectives that guide asset
management decisions. At the functional level, everyone should operate in swim lanes — even the folks
wearing multiple hats within the organization. Roles and responsibilities should be defined across the asset
management operation. The Maintenance Planner at one plant should be responsible for the same things that the
Maintenance Planner is at the other plant. Having a clear and defined asset management vision with the right
organizational structure puts people in the best possible position for them to be successful at what they do.

Standardizing Asset Management Technology
The concept of standardization is not new in the technology arena. Organizations have spent millions of dollars
standardizing IT systems (ERP, EAM, etc.). This makes sense. Managing disparate applications across the

enterprise hurts reporting and is more work. Consolidating and centralizing software systems is a common focus
of many multi-site organizations. The key here is not to get software tunnel vision. Software alone will not
make you successful. Standardizing the software is good, but don’t stop there. You still need to standardize the
elements such as data and process that make the software perform.

Standardizing Asset Management Performance Management
The last step is to standardize how you monitor and measure performance. Key performance indicators (KPIs)
should be the same across all sites. Asset management auditing tools and methods should be identical. All of the
sites should be measured and scored the same way, against the same set of standards.

Summary
Standardizing asset management operations across the enterprise makes sense. It establishes common actions
and common vernacular, getting the whole organization working and thinking together. This creates a culture
of improvement. In lone-wolf operations, gains at one facility are limited to that facility. But when asset
management is standardized, improvements at one facility can be duplicated at other sites, creating more value
and improving return on assets.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

The 5 Stages of Asset Management Excellence
Asset management excellence is a journey. In the early stages, organizations approach maintenance as a cost
center. They are reluctant to invest in asset management because they see it as a waste of resources.
Organizations that are farther along understand that asset management can be one of a business’s biggest profit
centers. They dedicate more resources to keeping their equipment, infrastructure, fleet vehicles, and other
physical assets in good condition. As a result, they see significant value creation.

SwainSmith’s Maintenance Maturity Model (Infographic)
The infographic below describes the five stages on the journey toward asset management excellence. It’s our
take on what is commonly called a maintenance maturity model. We’ve also summed up each stage in a short
paragraph underneath the graphic.

Stage 1: Reactive Maintenance
At this stage, organizations invest the bare minimum into maintenance. Assets are repaired or replaced when
they break down, often causing production delays or other downtime. Because assets are not maintained in a
healthy condition, safety and environmental risks are high.

Stage 2: Prepared Maintenance
Organizations in Stage 2 recognize that managing maintenance better can reduce costs and improve asset
availability. They don’t have a formal maintenance strategy, but they usually have a system for managing work
orders, keep spare parts on hand to speed up repairs, and rebuild major components instead of replacing them to
save money.

Stage 3: Preventive Maintenance
By Stage 3, organizations have gotten serious about their maintenance programs and are seeing the impact
on the company’s bottom line. They service assets on fixed schedules to maximize uptime and minimize
emergency repairs. Organizations at this stage often invest in enterprise asset management (EAM) software to
help them manage preventive maintenance (PM) routines and MRO inventory.

Stage 4: Predictive Maintenance
Organizations in Stage 4 have invested considerable time and money into asset management. They perform
regular predictive maintenance (PdM) inspections and use advanced technology, including the industrial internet
of things (IIoT) and EAM software, to monitor asset condition. Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is another
term that is used to describe organizations at this stage.

Stage 5: Enterprise Asset Management
By Stage 5, organizations have realized that asset management is not merely a maintenance challenge, but
an organizational challenge. In addition to EAM technology, they have a corporate policy and documented
business processes for asset management. They also have a structured program for continually improving
asset reliability, maintenance productivity, and MRO supply chain performance. They are thinking holistically,
utilizing a management system (i.e., modI've el-based) approach to improvement.

Moving Toward Asset Management Excellence
The journey toward asset management excellence doesn’t happen overnight. It involves an organizational
paradigm shift — away from an unplanned, reactive approach and toward a strategic, structured one.
The journey can involve a significant investment in maintenance programs and technology. But for most
organizations, the benefits far outweigh the costs.
Do you know how your asset management measures up? Do you have a prioritized plan for improvement? If
not, SwainSmith can help. Find out what stage your operation is at, and get tailored recommendations to help
you progress to the next stage, with our Value MapTM assessment.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Standardization and Customization
Getting the Best of Both Worlds in Enterprise Asset Management
Standardization is an essential part of enterprise asset management (EAM). A business that has thousands of
physical assets spread across multiple sites needs standardized processes, data, and technology for managing
those assets.
This kind of standardization is widely regarded as a best practice, but many organizations struggle with it.
Some are afraid that enforcing uniformity will constrict workflows and kill productivity. Others see the value in
having a consistent, structured approach, but don’t know where to start.
In this blog post, we’re going to talk about the benefits of standardization; how to balance those benefits with
the unique needs of each site; and how process and data models can expedite the standardization effort while
providing needed flexibility.

The Benefits of Standardization in Enterprise Asset Management
Standardization makes sense. If two plants have identical pieces of equipment, they should have the same
preventative maintenance (PM) routines for those machines. If a business has multiple storerooms for
maintenance, repair, and overhaul (MRO) parts and materials, all storerooms should be naming and barcoding
items the same way.
This is backed up by data. A 2008 survey conducted by Aberdeen Group revealed that best-in-class
manufacturers (based on overall equipment effectiveness, plant throughput, and downtime) were 50% more
likely to standardize asset maintenance and reliability processes across the enterpise.1 In addition, best-inclass manufacturers were almost three times more likely to standardize key performance indicators (KPIs) and
condition monitoring processes.2
This makes sense. Standardization drives profit by
›

enabling centralized decision-making;

›

leveraging information;

›

reducing total cost of ownership (TCO);

›

increasing equipment availability;

›

reducing MRO costs;

›

minimizing and mitigating health, safety, and environmental (HSE) risks;

›

improving EAM/CMMS software performance;

›

and more.

Balancing Standardization with Site-Specific Needs
“But wait a minute,” you may be saying. “Not every site is the same. Where do customization and uniqueness
fit into the picture?”

It’s true. Asset management is not one-size-fits-all. What makes sense at one site may not be practical at another,
because each site has unique constraints and resource mixes.
What’s needed is a bit of both: standardization at a high level, with customization at the lower levels. Like
singers in a chorus, everyone should be singing off the same sheet of music, but some will be singing soprano
and tenor, while others will be singing alto and bass.

Asset Management Practices and Procedures
This concept manifests itself in the world of asset management through practices and procedures.
›

A practice is a method or rule used in a particular field or profession. A set of practices is considered
a standard. Practices operate on a high level, dictating in broad terms what must happen and how the
organization does business.

›

A procedure is a step-by-step sequence of activities or course of action with definite start and end points.
Procedures are rules for trench warfare. They govern the day-to-day activities of the people on the front
lines.

Practices should be the same across the organization. This is how the best practice become company practice.
Besides, KPIs are tied to practices, and standardizing KPIs is not negotiable. Procedures, on the other hand,
should be flexible. Site circumstances should determine how the practice is executed at each site.
For example, each site should develop a weekly maintenance schedule. This is a best practice and each plant
should execute it. But the procedure for developing it and the timing for the delivery of it might vary a little.
It’s like the dress code at Wimbledon. Everyone has to wear white, but the cut and trim is up to them. Each
player has room to express their individual identity within the “best practice.” This is how it should work with
multi-site EAM standardization.

The Problem with Not Standardizing
A multi-site organization will have problems if its sites manage assets differently, do not share information, or
fail to leverage technologies. Such inconsistencies will reduce efficiency in the overall operation and reduce
morale. They may contribute to the demise of a productive company culture.
Silos are a growing pain for organizations of all sizes. It is the duty of the executive leaders and management to
prepare and equip their teams with the proper mindset to break down these destructive organizational barriers.
Standardization is one way this happens. In fact, standardization is key to improving return on assets (RoA).
When a business is spread across multiple sites, consistent asset management is essential for breaking down
silos and maximizing the value that assets deliver over the long term.

The Documentation Challenge
Although standardization is widely regarded as a best practice, few companies achieve it. This failure to
standardize is due to several reasons, but the biggest is the challenge presented by documentation. Businesses do
not have the resources or the expertise to develop the processes, KPIs, data standards, and other documentation
that are necessary to standardize asset management across the enterprise.

It’s understandable why documentation presents such a challenge. An asset management operation has many
components:
1. Corporate policy and organizational structure should be the same wherever the company does business.
Policy, objectives, and strategy should be determined by executive leadership and communicated as a
mandate to all plants. Roles and responsibilities should be identical across the organization. Every role and
business function should have the same responsibilities at one site as it does at another.
2. Practices and processes should be consistent. A given task, such as scheduling work or requesting parts,
should be performed to the same standards regardless of the location or the person performing it.
3. CMMS or EAM software systems should be configured the same way throughout the business. Screens,
menus, fields, and so on should be identical from one plant to the next.
4. Master data should conform to uniform standards. Equipment names, part descriptions, and other
information should follow the same format at every site. Coding structures for work order priority and
status, equipment class and criticality, problem and failure reasons, and all the rest should be the same for
the whole enterprise.
5. Performance management tools should be consistent. The same KPIs should be used, with the same
performance targets, across all sites. Auditing should happen the same way across the business, and
auditing tools, methods, and schedules should not vary from site to site.

Using Existing Models to Expedite Asset Management Documentation
Developing documentation for all of these components — i.e., a documented model for the whole asset
management operation — may sound overwhelming. The documentation challenge can be overcome, however,
by building on existing models.
SwainSmith offers two such models. SynergyTM is an organizational model for asset management, containing
industry-proven policies, processes, roles and responsibilities, and other documentation. Our EAM Master
Data LibraryTM contains standardized EAM coding systems and naming conventions, providing a data model
for CMMS and EAM software implementations.
Our models provide a comprehensive and customizable starting point for the development of a documented
model for asset management. They accelerate documentation, reduce the resources required, and provide a solid
foundation of industry-accepted best practices.
Some companies dislike the idea of building their operation on an existing model. They are afraid that they will
be stuck with one-size-fits-all practices that constrict their business or squeeze them into a mold designed for
another organization.
In reality, a model is just a means to an end. Our models are not meant to be implemented without
customization. Rather, they provide a framework with which to begin the design process. Taking advantage of
them allows a business to develop a better model in less time, and with lower costs, than starting from scratch.

Next Steps
Standardizing a multi-site business is not a simple undertaking. There are many components to consider, and
you have to find the right balance between uniformity and flexibility. But starting with best practice models,

such as SynergyTM and the EAM Master Data LibraryTM, can put standardization easily within reach. They
provide a consistent framework for asset management that can be tailored as needed for your organization or for
each individual site. That way, you get both standardization and customization: the best of both worlds.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!
M. Littlefield and M. Shah, “Enterprise Asset Management: Maximizing Return on Assets and Emerging
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Five Reasons You Need an Asset Management Policy
Do you have an asset management policy? If your organization relies on its assets for success, you should.
Physical assets are second only to human assets in importance. Their management impacts quality, safety,
environmental compliance, production, and the bottom line. An asset management policy says how the
organization will manage these valuable assets. It’s a directive from executive leadership that connects what
happens in asset management to organizational goals.
If you’re not sold yet, keep reading. Below are five of the top reasons why your organization should develop a
corporate policy for asset management.

1. It puts top management in the driver’s seat.
Does your organization have a safety policy? I would imagine so. Having a corporate policy for safety
management is good business practice, plain and simple. With something as important as safety, top
management should lead the way.
It’s the same with physical assets. They aren’t just important — they’re vital to your organization’s success.
Because of this, top management should lead the way in declaring the organization’s commitment to caring for
its physical assets and how it is going to do this.
An asset management policy establishes an executive mandate for how the organization’s assets will be
managed. It connects corporate leadership to the asset management operation, aligning the organization from
exec to tech.

2. It facilitates the development of your asset management system.
I’m not talking about an EAM software system here. I’m talking about a documented system for managing your
organization’s physical assets, à la ISO 55000. Developing an asset management policy is a first step toward
creating this kind of documented, structured asset management system.
A policy identifies key asset management drivers, which serve as a basis for developing asset management
objectives. It also provides mandated requirements, overall intentions and principles, and a framework to
control asset management. Within this framework, you can develop the rest of your asset management system:
strategies and plans, processes and procedures, performance measures, and the rest.

3. It brings together business functions around a common goal.
By creating a policy, you formally establish the organization’s asset management mission. This helps to
coordinate the business functions that play a role in asset management (Project Management, Maintenance,
Operations, Quality, and Safety, among others). It gives them a clear directive and a common objective,
enabling them to work together more effectively.

4. It aligns your organization with internationally recognized best practices.
Having an established policy for asset management isn’t just good business sense. It’s a widely accepted best
practice, required by the ISO 55001 standard for asset management. Creating an asset management policy is
the first step in aligning your operation with international standards. It puts you on track to achieve full ISO

55001 alignment, which opens up a wealth of potential benefits. (Just a few: better asset performance, reduced
maintenance costs, lower insurance premiums, and improved reputation with stakeholders.)

5. It links your organizational strategic plan to asset management activities.
An asset management policy is the opening salvo in the effort to “get everyone on the bus” and moving in the
same direction. It’s the initiating event in aligning asset management with organizational objectives.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

When EAM Software Gets in Front of EAM Business Processes
Today, everyone assumes that more technology is better. Every operation wants IIoT devices, sensors, mobile
apps — you name it. In this climate, it’s easy to forget that technology can’t be successful without a key
business partner.
Technology can deliver the goods only when it is partnered with effective underlying practices, processes, and
procedures. More technology is better — as long as the underlying business process is sound.

Business Process: What Is It, Really?
A business process is a collection of linked, structured activities or tasks that, once completed, accomplish a
specific organizational goal. A business process may often be visualized as a cross-functional flowchart of a
sequence of activities that have decision trees with relevance rules based on data in the process.
Manufacturers were talking about the importance of business processes long before the arrival of computer
technology. As early as 1776, Adam Smith – the Scottish economist who is popularly credited with inventing
capitalism (he didn’t) – described the making of a pin as a process that could be divided into small, individual
tasks:
“One man draws out the wire, another straights it, a third cuts it, a fourth points it, a fifth grinds it at the top for
receiving the head…and the important business of making a pin is, in this manner, divided into about eighteen
distinct operations, which in some manufactories are all performed by distinct hands.”
Work management could be described the same way. It’s a process: a collection of steps that the operations
and maintenance functions will take when identifying, approving, planning, scheduling, and completing
maintenance work. By adhering to these steps, you ensure that maintenance work is managed the same way
every time. This consistent discipline creates labor efficiencies and improves data quality — two of the key
goals of asset management.

Maintenance Processes Are Application Agnostic
You’ll notice that I didn’t say anything about using technology to complete those steps. That’s because business
processes are application agnostic. Take pin manufacturing, for example. The process has become much more
efficient since Smith’s day, thanks to technology. But the process didn’t need technology to be effective.
The same is true for maintenance business processes today. Your business processes should be so clear and
effective that they could be implemented without the aid of the technology. They do not care what software
technology is in place, and they must not be tied to what the software can or cannot do.
Don’t get me wrong. I love technology and we need it. Software plays an instrumental part in streamlining the
business process. But that happens in act two. Before that, the business process must be defined, documented,
and approved by the organization. Business process development should occur before the technology is even
mentioned.

When Technology Takes the Lead
If you get into an EAM software implementation and have not fully developed your business processes, it will
quickly become evident:

›

The software implementation “shifts and drifts,” moving one way and then another without any clear plan
or direction.

›

The software consultant lacks guidance for configuration and setup activities.

›

The consultant has to ask you what you want because they have nothing to reference—no process that has
been documented and approved by the team.

›

You rely on the software consultant to explain processes like weekly and daily maintenance scheduling
(which is a lot to ask, even for a seasoned EAM consultant).

If you get to this point, you are in dangerous territory. Configuring software “as you go” introduces a lot of risk
into your implementation. It may result in your having to hit the costly restart button.

Process and Technology: Which Comes First?
You need both process and technology to be successful. But which comes first? Unlike the chicken and the egg
dilemma, the answer is (or should be) simple. Process rules the roost. It identifies who does what — and when,
where, and why. Technology should be configured to support that, not to define it. Remember, software is only
as good as the process driving it.
When technology gets in front of process, you’re in for trouble. The wrong captain is driving the boat.
Configuring and implementing EAM software without fully defining your business processes will leave you
operating without direction.
However, once the process is in place, then by all means bring in software technologies to streamline it.
Technology is a requirement for success — but only after you have fully defined how you are going to conduct
business. Process makes you effective, while technology makes you efficient. Effective and efficient asset
management is what we’re all after, right?

Ready for Better Maintenance Processes?
SwainSmith can help. Our tools, libraries, and 20 years of domain expertise can help you develop and
implement asset management business processes that pay off. Putting in the right process foundation is key
to lowering costs, reducing risk, and improving reliability over the long haul. Contact us at 828-215-9471 or
info@swainsmith.com
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Systematizing Your Asset Management Operation
In the movie Deliverance, Burt Reynolds’s character says, “Sometimes you have to lose yourself before you
can find anything.” That statement is never more true than in discussions about asset management. When you’re
focused on what you already know, it’s easy to miss a better way of doing things.
When it comes to asset management, most companies focus on maintenance and repair operations. In theory,
this makes sense. You would think that focusing on MRO would be the most effective way to improve
equipment performance and reduce downtime. In fact, it can compromise the effort. Too much focus on MRO
prevents people from taking a step back and seeing the big picture.
If a company wants to see consistent, measurable improvement in asset performance, costs, and risks, it must
stop viewing its business functions — MRO, storeroom, procurement, and the rest — as isolated units, and start
treating its asset management operation as a unified system that relies on the cooperation of all elements for
success. This is the basic premise of asset management systems.

Asset Management Systems
An asset management system is a holistic program for directing and controlling all aspects of equipment and
infrastructure management, from planning and investing to operations, maintenance, and disposal. An asset
management system is not a software system. Rather, it is a set of policies, strategies, practices, and processes
that govern all activities affecting a company’s physical assets. Software is a powerful asset management tool,
but it does not replace a comprehensive asset management system.
An asset management system establishes clear, documented processes for every activity that affects an asset’s
life cycle, from purchasing a piece of equipment to creating a work order to contracting a vendor. It dictates
procedures to ensure that all asset life cycle events, including maintenance work orders and supply chain
transactions, are captured and tracked within the software system to ensure accurate data and reporting. It lays
out clear guidelines for dividing responsibilities and coordinating activities between departments. In short, it
provides a complete program for managing physical assets across the entire organization and throughout the full
asset life cycle.

Conclusion
Why are asset management systems so important? The answer is simple: asset management systems represent
a comprehensive approach to asset management. Asset management systems provide the holistic perspective
and large-scale strategy necessary for managing large maintenance operations. They lower cost, improve asset
performance, and reduce risk. The systems themselves may be as complex as the operations they manage, but
the results are simple. Asset management systems make asset-intensive organizations run better.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Performance Management

Maintenance Scheduling: What it is and Why it is Important!
Maintenance scheduling is the process of selecting, prioritizing, coordinating, and communicating when work
takes place and who is assigned to do it.
Developing maintenance work schedules is an industry proven best practice. All asset intensive operations
should do it, and there is a big payoff too.
›

Building weekly and daily maintenance schedules makes the best use of available labor. Scheduling helps
ensure the right person gets assigned to the right job at the right time. This boosts the quality and speed of
the work and improves departmental coordination.

›

A maintenance schedule provides essential communication within and between functions and people
throughout the facility. This helps to clearly define when maintenance work is performed and who is
assigned to do that work.

›

Operations has a production schedule. Maintenance should have a work schedule. However, developing
maintenance schedules is not just a maintenance responsibility. Operations must be involved as well.
Operations helps to set priorities. When working with a backlog of work, effective prioritization of work is
critical.

Maintenance schedules may be thought of as falling into three major categories: event schedules, work-specific
schedules, and support schedules.

Maintenance Event Schedules
Maintenance event schedules describe major facility activities in detail and pinpoint the month and day(s)
during which they occur. Examples might include capital projects, major shutdowns, training days, product
trials, etc. These schedules are generally produced using MS Outlook. Schedules in this category include:
›

12-Month Schedule

›

8-Week Schedule

Maintenance Work Schedules
Maintenance work schedules define specific work orders accomplished over a short period of time, usually
expressed in days or a week’s time. Examples include work for tomorrow or next week or work for a specific
shutdown event. These schedules generally contain work performed by Maintenance, Operations, and
Contractors. These work schedules are produced using the EAM/CMMS and include:
›

Weekly Maintenance Schedule

›

Daily Maintenance Schedule

›

Shutdown Event Schedule

Maintenance Support Schedules
Maintenance support schedules provide support information for other scheduling processes. Examples include:
›

Resource Availability Schedule

›

Equipment Schedules

Maintenance Scheduling Strategy
Maintenance scheduling is a process of matching work priorities and resource availability. The maintenance
scheduling process is designed to ensure that the correct work is performed at the correct time with the correct
available resources. To be effective, the maintenance scheduling process must:
›

start early enough;

›

include correct personnel;

›

use accurate information;

›

report decisions in a usable format;

›

have widespread distribution;

›

include proper level of detail for covered time period;

›

have complete work preparation activities;

›

communicate Work Planning Package information.

Maintenance Scheduling Responsibilities
›

The Maintenance Supervisor is responsible for developing the Resource Availability Schedule and
assigning resources to the Daily Maintenance Schedule.

›

The Maintenance Scheduler is responsible for developing the Weekly Maintenance Schedule.

›

Operations and Maintenance representation at the various work scheduling meetings is mandatory.

›

The Maintenance Planner performs all work preparation activities to ensure the work does not incur any
delays.

›

Maintenance Supervisors must communicate with Maintenance Technicians on information contained in
the work plan.

›

All personnel must exercise good business judgment before breaking into an established maintenance
schedule.

Maintenance Scheduling Requirements
›

Preventive and predictive maintenance activities must be completed as scheduled.

›

All work schedules must account for at least 100% of available Maintenance man and trade hours.

›

Maintenance schedules must be updated to reflect actual work experience and work completions.

›

Audits / critiques of downtime per Supervisor and work schedule compliance must be performed routinely,
and the results must be used to improve future maintenance scheduling.

›

Maintenance schedules must contain realistic and reasonable estimates of work time and staffing
requirements.

›

Maintenance schedules will be developed only from the Ready-to-Schedule Backlog of approved work.

Check out our examples of a weekly and daily maintenance schedule. Then contact us so we can get started
today improving the utilization of your maintenance resources.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Solving Your EAM challenges with data!
One way to attack your asset management challenges is to approach them from a data perspective. There are
two types of data that drive great EAM system information. Master data and Transactional data.
›

Master data, the static data structures in the system (e.g., equipment master, codes, etc.), form the building
blocks of the EAM/CMMS system.

›

Transactional data (e.g., work orders, MRO material usage, etc.) is created by the system and helps drive
system reporting and analysis.

Fixing both of these data types can have a significant and positive impact to the operation.
Good data can help improve equipment availability, reduce cost, and drive down health, safety and
environmental risks. In asset management, data rules the roost. Without good data we are making decisions in
the dark. It’s like playing darts with a blindfold on. Each time you throw the dart you don’t know what you are
going to hit. Asset management acts the same way.
Working with the airline industry you learn quickly that they are all about good asset management data. What is
done to those airplanes is meticulously tracked and monitored. Airlines realize high quality asset management
data is super critical to their survival. Lives depend upon it. Airlines are not unique. All asset-intensive
organizations, organizations that rely on their assets for their success, like the airlines, should have this same
commitment to quality data.
“Every work order is gold”, “no sku left behind”, “no bill of material left undeveloped”, etc. should be the
mottos of every asset management operation.

How’s your asset management data? Ask yourself these questions. See how you fare in
asset management data 101.
›

Do you have developed bills of material for your critical assets?

›

Have you identified all of your critical spares?

›

Have you identified all of the facility’s maintainable assets?

›

Do you have good spare parts usage, lead time and cost information?

›

Have you classified your equipment?

›

Are your work order codes distinctive and do they adhere to a consistent scheme?

›

Have you developed problem-failure codes for your critical asset classes?

›

Is your MRO procurement data tied to your work order data?

›

Are maintenance costs driven down to the asset management activity?

›

Is your work order data complete, accurate and timely?

›

Is your MRO material master data clean and classified?

Asking these questions can get you thinking about your data. Fixing your data will go a long way to fixing your
asset management challenges.

When improving your EAM data, what are the right steps to take?
›

Step 1: Develop a data model. Set your data standards. Like Stephen Covey would say, start with the end
in mind.

›

Step 2: Compare your data model against your current state. Identify the gap between where you are and
where you want to be.

›

Step 3: Build an implementation plan to close the gap. This plan would include the tasks, resources, and
timelines required to comply with your data model.

›

Step 4: Implement the plan. Execute the tasks and begin closing gaps.

›

Step 5: Monitor results. Evaluate outcomes and adjust / improve as needed.

I know it sounds like a lot of work, but the payoff is worth it. If you do a little bit each day and start your
journey right by establishing an asset management data model, then you will have ½ of the journey already
completed. You will know what your data “should” look like now it is just a matter of getting your data there.
Data is king in EAM. With it we are in a better place to make better decisions. Without it we are shooting from
the hip and not sure what we are going to hit. One thing is for sure. You will never have consistent value
creation without good quality asset management data.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

EAM Codes: The Building Blocks of Maintenance Reporting
This month SwainSmith released its EAM Master Data LibraryTM, a collection of data standards and coding
structures for maintenance organizations. The library has been 20 years in the making, and it contains the most
comprehensive set of EAM/CMMS codes on the market. (We’re pretty excited about it, if you can’t tell.)
Because of the product release, we’ve been thinking a lot about codes here lately.
›

Why are codes so important for asset management?

›

How do codes help an EAM or CMMS system to perform better?

›

How can you leverage codes to get richer information?

If you want to improve your maintenance reporting, those are important questions. So we’re going to take some
time with this blog post to answer them.

Enabling Your Understanding of Maintenance and Repair Events
Codes are discrete data elements that provide a simple, consistent way to communicate key pieces of
information about assets and MRO events. They enable everyone in asset management to have a complete
understanding of what occurred during a repair, eliminating the need for extensive written communication. They
also help to create standardized data for reporting and analysis.
Codes and other master data, such as asset and spare part records, make up the foundational layer of data in the
EAM software system. When you take time to develop and standardize your master data, it opens up a wealth of
possibilities for insightful reporting.
Let’s break your reporting and data needs into three buckets.

Assets
Depending on the business decisions you are trying to make, you will likely need a baseline set of data for
your equipment and other physical assets. This baseline data includes asset types; usage data attributes, such
as mileage and hours/years in service; and work order coding, such as problem and failure codes. This baseline
data will enable you to track key trends, including high-priority items such as:
›

Asset Utilization and Downtime

›

Cost Per Equipment (what are the most costly units?)

Repair Events
Having a consistent way to capture and report on each repair and maintenance event is also foundational to
your reporting strategy. This begins with coding for work type and repair priority, and it also includes eventgenerated data and servicing location information. At the work order level, this allows you to track and report
on things such as:
›

Maintenance Performance Scorecards

›

Frequency, Cost, and Downtime by Problem–Failure code

›

% On-Time Repairs

Operations
To take the maintenance and repair analysis one step deeper, you can leverage our coding standards to
consistently capture cause, complaint, correction, component, and location for each operation. Combining this
with other operational data can provide important reports such as:
›

PM Performance (are the PMs done on time?)

›

Frequency, Cost, and Days Out of Service by System/Component

Once you have the basic elements in place, you can further dig into the data and make it even more valuable
by examining areas like manufacturer, asset type, and years/miles/hours in service. You’ll also be able to do
internal benchmarking by cost center and/or evaluate the performance of service providers.

Using the EAM Master Data LibraryTM to Build Great Data
Our EAM Master Data LibraryTM consists of a structured coding system that provides a universal language to
help maintenance organizations communicate about, capture, and report on maintenance activities.
Our codes are used to describe causes, corrections, complaints, components, operating systems, equipment,
types of work, and virtually any other aspect of maintenance and asset management.
The library also includes naming conventions and classification systems to help clients standardize and organize
their master records.
The coding schemes and data standards in our EAM Master Data LibraryTM help clients:
›

Properly describe their equipment, MRO materials, PMs, etc.

›

Properly sort and group master data, such as asset and MRO inventory records.

›

Properly sort and group transactional data, such as work orders and purchase orders.

›

Think of each asset in terms of its group and associated problem and failure reasons.

›

Prioritize their assets.

The Information Equation
Great EAM information is a product of complete, accurate, and up-to-date master data and properly executed
business processes.
Master data by itself is not the answer to every information challenge. You need business processes too. But
without good master data, you won’t get anywhere with your maintenance reporting. That’s why if you want
better EAM information, you should start with your master data.
Improving master data helps an organization:
›

Find records in the EAM system more easily, which improves system buy-in and acceptance.

›

Drive more meaningful analysis with improved system reporting.

›

More effectively prioritize work events.

›

Make informed and educated asset management business decisions.

Improvement Is Built on Information (Which Is Built on Codes)
You may be doing a great job focusing on areas like shop productivity, technician productivity, and inventory.
But are you looking at the big-picture numbers that help you understand the overall health of your assets?
Codes are at the foundation of all quality EAM reporting. If you’re not properly coding your maintenance and
repair events, it’s very challenging to get the trending information you need to make informed decisions. By
combining robust coding structures with asset usage data, vendor and shop profiles, and financial reporting
attributes (e.g., cost center), you have a great basis for improving your decision making and ultimately lowering
your total cost of ownership.
If you want to improve your maintenance reporting, start with the building blocks. Implement a structured
system of EAM codes.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

When’s the last time your asset management operation was assessed
against best practices?
You can take this quiz online at SwainSmith.com.

A daily meeting of Operations and Maintenance provides the approval forum for work requests.
•
•
•
•

Not in place
In place / needs major improvement
In place / needs minor improvement
Best Practice in place

Maintenance develops a Weekly Work Schedule, listing all specific work orders to be completed the
following week.
•
•
•
•

Not in place
In place / needs major improvement
In place / needs minor improvement
Best Practice in place

A Daily Work Schedule is compiled for each area, listing all specific work orders to be completed during
the following day (on each shift as appropriate).
•
•
•
•

Not in place
In place / needs major improvement
In place / needs minor improvement
Best Practice in place

The Operations Maintenance Coordinator (OMC) role is in place to effectively enhance communications
between Maintenance and Operations.
•
•
•
•

Not in place
In place / needs major improvement
In place / needs minor improvement
Best Practice in place

Failure Codes have been defined and assigned to relevant asset classes.
•
•
•
•

Not in place
In place / needs major improvement
In place / needs minor improvement
Best Practice in place

Bills of materials are complete and accurate, with both stock and non-stock parts listed for each asset.
•
•
•
•

accurate BOM exist for less than 10% of all critical equipment
accurate BOM exist for 10-70% of all critical equipment
accurate BOM exist for 71-100% of all critical equipment
accurate BOM exist for 90%+ of all equipment (critical and non-critical)

Standard Work Plans are maintained and reused for all repetitive work.
•
•
•
•

Standard Work Plans are not set up or used
Standard Work Plans are used infrequently
Standard Work Plans are used frequently
Standard Work Plans are setup and reused for all repetitive work

Engineering provides recommended BOM (Bill of Material) spare parts as part of all capital and
modification projects.
•
•
•
•

Not in place
In place / needs major improvement
In place / needs minor improvement
Best Practice in place

KPIs are used to measure asset management performance.
•
•
•
•

Not in place
In place / needs major improvement
In place / needs minor improvement
Best Practice in place

Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) is used to trend failures of critical assets and/or classes of assets.
•
•
•
•

Not in place
In place / needs major improvement
In place / needs minor improvement
Best Practice in place

Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Enterprise Asset Management
What Does It Really Mean?
Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) is a familiar term in the maintenance and reliability community. But the
real meaning of EAM often gets lost in a jumble of competing EAM software systems.
Although IT systems are a key element of EAM, the defining feature of EAM is not technology. It’s philosophy.
EAM is an approach for maximizing value in asset-intensive operations. It orchestrates the operation to achieve
success. If your organization wants to improve asset management, you need to understand what EAM is and
how to implement it.

What is enterprise asset management?
EAM is a strategy for managing physical assets that coordinates the enterprise to maximize the total value that
assets deliver over their life cycle.
That definition is short, but it’s complicated. Let’s unpack some of the ideas.
›

Physical assets may include production equipment, buildings, trains, pipelines, public land, or any other
tangible property. Although the types of assets differ, they all have three things in common. They represent
a capital investment; they are important for service delivery; and they must be maintained.

›

Enterprise refers to the whole organization. It spans all business locations (such as manufacturing plants
and MRO storerooms), business functions (such as procurement, maintenance, and accounting), and IT
systems (including EAM, CMMS, SCADA, IOT, GIS, and ERP).

›

Value is something that each organization must define for itself, but it is usually some combination of
performance, cost, and risk. Manufacturing plants, for example, want to maximize equipment uptime
while keeping maintenance costs and safety incidents to a minimum.

›

Life cycle refers to all stages in the life of a physical asset. It includes commissioning, operations,
maintenance, and disposal. (Capital project activities, such as planning and acquisition, are usually
managed separately.)

From those definitions, you can see that enterprise asset management is a strategic and holistic approach to
physical asset management. It brings together the whole organization – business sites, departments, and IT
systems – to optimize performance, cost, and risk associated with physical assets throughout their life span.

What does EAM really mean?
That last paragraph is a good working definition of EAM. But you can’t implement a definition. If you want to
translate the terminology into concrete actions, you need to know what it really means: the basic principle on
which the strategy operates.
The basic principle of EAM is synergy through standardization.
Synergy is the creation of a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts. In mathematical terms, it’s when 2 +
2 = 5.

Enterprise asset management creates value by coordinating asset management to produce synergy. That’s the
biggest difference between typical maintenance strategies (such as preventive maintenance) and EAM. While
maintenance focuses simply on the upkeep of assets, EAM focuses on creating organizational synergy by
coordinating business functions and IT systems.

Enterprise asset management creates synergy by coordinating and
standardizing how physical assets are managed.
Standardization is what creates synergy. To produce a coordinated effort, you must standardize how you manage
physical assets across the organization. This includes business processes, data, and IT systems. There’s no
reason one plant should manage equipment differently than another, or one storeroom should manage spare
parts differently than another.
It’s the same thing that happens when an orchestra plays together. Everyone reads from the same sheet music,
and everyone follows the conductor. That’s standardization. The result is a harmonious, coordinated symphony
that’s far more than the simple sum of each instrument’s part. That’s synergy.
EAM works the same way. When you coordinate the asset management operation, it results in a collaborative
effort that produces more value collectively than the separate components could working alone. That’s synergy
through standardization.

Asset management standards
You can’t standardize without standards. If you’re really going to do EAM, you need a documented model for
how things will be done. Organizations that implement EAM successfully have a framework of company-wide
standards for asset management:
›

An asset management policy, mandated by executive leadership, that establishes the overall goals and
directives for the asset management operation

›

A strategic plan for asset management (referred to as a strategic asset management plan, or SAMP, in the
ISO 55000 standards) that translates policy and objectives into actions

›

Documented roles and responsibilities for asset management (including asset management leadership,
maintenance and reliability, and related business departments)

›

Documented processes and procedures for how assets are managed (including maintenance, reliability
analysis, MRO supply chain, accounting, and related business functions)

›

Enterprise standards for asset management data (including equipment master data, MRO master data,
failure codes, and other coding schemes)

›

Configuration and integration guidelines for asset management IT systems (such as EAM, IIoT, SCADA,
GIS, and ERP)

›

An auditing program that evaluates the EAM operation on a regular basis to ensure that performance goals
are being met and standards are being adhered to

Asset management systems
A framework of documented standards, as outlined above, is what ISO 55000 calls an asset management
system. It is the industry-accepted method for implementing EAM.
Asset management systems provide a structured, documented model for managing assets across the enterprise.
They are a best practice recommended by multiple international standards, including ISO 55000, PAS 55, and
ISO 41000.
If you want to establish an asset management system and implement EAM, you don’t have to start from scratch.
SynergyTM Asset Management System is SwainSmith’s ISO-compliant solution for implementing EAM
quickly and easily. It provides a framework of documented standards for the whole asset management operation,
including maintenance management, MRO management, and indirect procurement.

What about EAM software systems?
This leads to an obvious question. If EAM is primarily about strategy and standardization, where do EAM
software systems fit into the equation?
EAM software and other IT systems are essential tools for EAM. You could implement EAM without any IT
systems, but the result would not be efficient or competitive in today’s technology-driven industries.
Your organization should have a single EAM software system for storing information, managing work, and
analyzing trends related to asset management. You should also integrate the EAM software system with other IT

systems, such as IIoT, SCADA, GIS, and ERP.
This allows you to take advantage of synergy with your IT systems. For example, IIoT can monitor asset
conditions in real time and send the data back to the EAM software system, which can use that information to
track asset performance or automatically generate work orders. The two technologies are more valuable together
than they are individually. That’s the spirit of EAM in a nutshell.

What are the benefits of EAM?
EAM formalizes the asset management effort. It takes disconnected and directionless operations and turns them
into a structured and disciplined program.
The benefits of this stretch across the entire organization. Here are five of the most important:
›

It enhances strategic planning capabilities and the ability to deliver on objectives.

›

It improves asset performance in terms of equipment availability, asset longevity, and other key
performance measures.

›

It increases ROI from EAM software systems by improving ease of use, data integrity, and reporting
capabilities.

›

It reduces costs by creating synergy and eliminating waste, without sacrificing asset reliability or service
levels.

›

It demonstrates responsible management of assets to customers, owners, employees, regulators, insurance
providers, and other stakeholders.

Creating synergy through standardization
Explaining the concepts takes time. But in practice, EAM is simple. It starts with standardization of practices,
data, and software. It ends with the creation of synergy, which enables you to get the maximum return on
investment from your physical assets. When you strip away the fancy terminology and technology, that’s what
EAM really means.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Practices and EAM Software: It Takes Two to Tango
In asset management it takes two to tango. Practices and technology have to work together to get the job done.
Practices create information; software delivers it. Both are responsible for getting the operation the information
it needs to make informed and educated business decisions — business decisions that help the organization
accomplish its objectives.
Practices are the business processes and procedures that define how an organization conducts day-to-day
activities such as managing maintenance work or procuring spare parts. These should be application-agnostic
practices, independent of software functionality, that the organization has chosen to implement based on
industry standards and organizational objectives. Practices can even be implemented without software (heaven
forbid) using the paper-based method. That’s not an ideal method, but it will get the operation focused on the
process. Practices contain business rules and define the what, where, how, when, and why behind the process.
Technology consists of the asset information systems (i.e., software) that collect, store, analyze, and report
asset management data. In the world of asset management, the EAM software system is the main repository of
asset management data. The remainder of the asset information team consists of critical supporting applications
such as SCADA, BAS, HMI, and others that connect to the EAM system to share data. EAM software must be
configured to support practices — not the other way around. Too often, an organization’s business process will
be designed around what the software tool can or can’t do. Tying your practices to software functionality creates
technology tunnel vision, preventing you from designing optimal practices based on the organization’s longterm needs.
At first glance, the marriage of practices and technology looks strange. One is stable, application-agnostic,
and works top-down; the other is dynamic, application-specific, and works bottom-up. Steel toe meets pocket
protector: not a likely couple. However, as with the Odd Couple, opposites attract. And once together, the whole
becomes greater than the sum of the parts.
The truth is, practices and technology perform different but complementary functions. They target the same
objective but attack it from two different directions. The key is that they come together, integrate, and work in a
unified manner. Practices bring the process, technology brings the tool set to execute it.
Like history’s classic duos — Lennon and McCartney, Laurel and Hardy, and all the rest — practices and
technology are better together than apart. Each is good in its own right, but when they are brought together in a
seamless manner, something magical happens and value is created. As with dancers, it takes two to do the tango.
Contact us at tracy.smith@swaismith.com or at (828) 215-9471 with questions or to sign up for more
SwainSmith Insights!

Thanks!
Thanks for downloading our Asset Management Insights eBook. This eBook is a collection of SwainSmith, Inc.
blog posts. The content is divided across five key asset management elements:
EAM Technology, Practices, Data, Organization and Performance Management.
We hope at least one of our insights can be of help to your asset management operation. Thanks again for
reading.

